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EDITORIAL 

Support Crash Injury Research 
Washington budget-slashing and talk of getting more 

out of evciy federal dollar spent raises the possibility that 
some vital activities may be chopped off or crippled 
simply because their returns have not been sufficiently 
publicized or appreciated by top policy-making officials. 

One little group which has pioneered successfully in 
the commendable objective of saving human life is the 
Crash Injury Research project of Cornell Medical Col- 
lege.   Everyone should know more about its work. 

There now is almost universal acceptance of the 
value of accident prevention. But the Crash Injury Re- 
search project has give a significant step further—it 
works to reduce the toll of injuries and deaths in those 
accidents which do occur. Its accomplishments are im- 
pressive, and it has proved that greater achievements are 
attainable in the future if it can be allowed to continue 
its mission. 

Crash Injury Research was established in 1942, under 
its present director, Hugh DeHaven, and operated until 
the end of the war with funds provided by the Office 
of Scientific Research & Development During this 
period, members, of the project woiked directly with 
the Navy and Air Force to establish parallel crash-injury 
studies by military groups. More recently, annual sup- 
port ha; come from the Office of Naval Research, the 
Air Force, Army, Navy and Civil Aeronautics Adminis- 
tration. 

This project set up at Cornell Medical College the 
first acceleration-deceleration facilities for testing shoul- 
der harness. It built the first dynamic testing apparatus 
for 40C seats. It developed an inertia lock for military 
shoulder harness. It arranged a forum for discussion 
of civil and military safety problems at five crash injury 
research conferences held at the National Academy of 
Sciences under the auspices of the National Research 
Council. 

But even beyond these contributions, the project- 
working with other divisions of Cornell University 
through the Cornell Committee for Transportation 
Safety Research—has been directly responsible for a 
widespread stimulation of design and engineering 
thought which has led to a growing realization by engi- 
neers that safety in aviation must alsc include the pro- 
tection from injury in crackups. 

Using crash-injury findings from previous accidents, 
engineers have achieved a valuable increase of safety by 
devising structures and installations which reduce ex- 
posure to injury in survivable accidents. 

CIR has worked extensively with civilian aircraft de- 
signers. However, its findings—that human structures 
?.nd aircraft structures can tolerate the force of severe 

crashes-have directly complemented the excellent safety 
studies conducted by the Directorate of Flight Safety 
Research, the Aeromedical Laboratory, and the Office o* 
the Surgeon General of the Air Force, as well as studies 
by the Flight Safety Division of the Office of the Chief 
of Nsva! Operations and the Navy's Bureau of Medicine 
and Surgery. 

The design of crashworthiness into personal, agricul- 
tural and executive aircraft has automatically contributed 
to safety in " off the shelf" liaison and light transport 
aircraft now used by the Army, Navy and Air Force. 

It has contnbuted to increased safety in large trans 
port planes, as well. One notable example is the major 
ledesign in forward-facing passenger seats, attachments, 
and safety belt installations which have been the direct 
result of observations on the dangers set up by steel 
seat backs in small planes. 

The effectiveness of new design in forward-facing seats 
now is being studied by the project for comparison with 
accident-injury data on the safety of rearward-facing seats 
based on data from British civil and military experience 
as well as from other sources. 

CIR's stimulation of research on problems of impact, 
energy absorption, crash force recorders, kinematic effects 
of the body on safety belts and measurement of force in 
controlled crashes, has contributed to an interchange of 
concepts, studies and findings which have served ef- 
fectively in increasing the safety of muitary and civilian 
flight. 

Although the engineering art of providing protection in 
accidents is still young, there is signal evidence of the 
effectiveness of CIR's project in recent extension of 
crash-injury studies developed in aviation to the auto- 
motive field where many of the measures now used to 
give more safety in aircraft accidents can be applied in 
passenger automobiles. 

Despite CIR's humane, unique mission to save life 
for civilian as well as military personnel, and in ground 
vehicles as well as in aircraft, this project-like all gov- 
ernment-supported research programs working under 
the "one-year edict"—lacks any assurance of funds for 
long-term continuation. 

A short-term policy for long-term, effective safety 
research is no more in accord with good business 
practices of government than short-term, spasmodic 
spurts and slumps in our vital military aircraft production 
program il our national welfare is to be promoted at 
maximum efficiency and effort. 

Crash Injury Research Project merits the continued 
support of its federal sponsors whose foresight has already 
contributed to CIR's effective return in the saving of 
human life. 

Robert H. Wood 
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FOREWORD 

Crash   Injury Research,  a Project working under Office of Naval 
Research Contract N6onr 264-12.   is jointly supported by funds provided 
by the United  States  Departments of  the Array,   Navy and Air Force and the 
Civil  Aeronautics Administration.   The  recommendations appearing   in this 
paper do not necessarily constitute official opinions cf the sponsoring 
groups. 

The  Project   is a part of the Department of  Public Health and 
Preventive Medicine headed by Dr.  M.  G.  Smilite,  and  is under the direc- 
tion of Hugh  De Haven at Cornell  University Medical  College  in New York 
City. 

Data were analyzed and the report was prepared by Boris Tour in, 
executive Analyst,   ir. cc!Isbsrsticr. aith H'jgh D* H»v»".  Director,   $»iv«- 
tore Hacri,   Accident  Analyst,  assisted   in  the compilation of all   basic 
data. 

Crash   Injury Research   is particularly   indebted  to Dr.   Irwin  D.J. 
Bross,   Associate Professor   (Vital  Statistics)   in Cornell's Department of 
Public Health and Preventive Medicine.  The Project also gratefully ack- 
nowledges  the  technical  guidance of Or.  John  D.  Coaklcy of  Dunlap and 
Associates,   Inc.  and Dr.   Barry G.  King,  Research Executive,  Medical  Divi- 
sion,  of the Civil Aeronautics Administration. 



ABSTRACT 

A study of 1039 survivor* of lightplane crashts - ranging from  modsrate 
to extreaely savara in natura - has been aade in order to factually evaluate the 
Injury effect* of 2 Inch lap-type safety belts with a loop-holding capacity froa 
1000 to 2000 pounds. 

The results of 64 statistical tests are presented and the following con- 
clusions are drawn: 

1. There is no correlation between severe snubbing action 
of safety belts (as evidenced by bruises and contusions 
of hips and ab<4oa«n) and the occurrence of intra-abdoai- 
nal injuries •• '^juries of the 'uabar spine; 

2. The occurrence of injuries which are dangerous-to-1Ife 
is related to objecta and structures or the transaltta! 
of force through ssats, rather than to safety belts; 

3. Injuries of the neck, torso and spine are not related to 
the uee or non-use of safety belts, but Injuries of the 
ht*d - including head injuries which are dangerous-to- 
life - and dangerous injuries of the head and body as a 
whole, are increased when the belt is not used; 

a. Injuries of the upper and the lower torso are associated 
with and increased by failure of safety belt installations; 

5. Failure of safety belt installations increases the inci- 
dence of all degrees of injury of the head, as well as the 
occurrence of dangerous-to-life Injuries of the head and 
body as a whole; 

6. Injuries of the lead, both non-dangerous and dangerous, 
are associated with and increased by forces ectlng prin- 
cipally in parallel relation to the longitudinal axis of 
the p'ane: 

7. Forces which act principally in a vertical direction 
through the seat* account for increased rates of (a) dan- 
gerous injuries to the head and body as a whole, (b) all 
typea of luabar and dorsal spine injuries, and (c) intra- 
abdoainal injuries. 

The statistical findings deaonstrate that: 

I. The sefety belt Is not "dangerous": 
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?. The safety belt provides protection for the body in 
crashes; and 

3. Injuries which may have seemed related to safety be.ts 
directly actually are determined by other factors such 
as safety belt installation failures and verticelly act- 
ing forces in accidents. 

The findings indicate that a significant decrease in exposure to crash 
injuries in ;mal| planes can be achieved by:~- ._ 

1. Providing safety belt instillations (webbing, hardware, 
carry-through and anchorage points) which will hold oc~ ' __ 
cupants in place under conditions of crash force which 
leave cockpit and cabin structures reasonably intact; 

2. Hearing safety belts; 

3. Using shoulder harness to prevent forcible contact of 
the head and upper torso with structures or objects 
having dangerous injury potentials; 

•*. Designing the landing gear, fuselage, floor and seat 
structures to progressively absorb vertically acting 
crash force. 

i ii 
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NEBBING  PASSES  OVER JUHCTURE  OF 
THIGHS  AND  PELVIS  AT  APPROXIMATELY 
»5°  TO  L0N6ITUCIHAL  AXIS  OF  AIRPLANE. 

FIGURE   l:   TYPICAL  SAFETY   BELT   INSTALLATION 
IN  CIVILIAN  AIRPLANES   USED   FOR  CCIR STUDY. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ever since safety belts were first installed in aircraft, their use 
has been challenged because of the belief that they caused serious bodily in- 
juries. It Mas held, for exaaple, that the snubbing action of lap-type safety 
belts (see Figure I) with a loop-holding capacity of 2000 lbs. (see Figure 6, 
page |«) was a direct cause of ruptures of abaominal viscera. Rumors, usuai'y 
based on conclusions drawn from violent, disintegration-type crashes also per- 
petuated the belief that safety belts cut the body in two in severe accidents. 
Also, it was maintained that the snubbing action of safety belts resulted in 
"acute flexion" of the torso with consequent danag* of internal organs and the 
spine. 

On the other hand there are those who were inclined to over-rate the 
protective values of the safety belt - and consequently under-rate the value 
of shoulder harness and the need of crashworthiness and improved de&ign of 
cockpit and cabin installations. 

These opposing views demonstrated the need of f*ctt   for evaluating 
the injury effects of aircraft safety belts. This report studies injuries sus- 
tained by 1039 survivors' of 670 lightplane crashes and relates these injuries 
to their causas. Statistical analyses have been employed to determine whether 
•afety belts used in U. S. civil aircraft protect or endanger the body in 
crashes. 

METHODS and PROCEDURES 

The first step in the study was to select data which would be perti- 
nent to the problem, APPENDIX   /.describes the nature of ClR data and gives 
the rationale for the extraction of cases which were studied. 

One of the primary bases for analysis was a comparison of injuries 
which were caused (I) directly by the belt and (2) indirectly by the belt and/ 
or not by the belt at ell. Further analyses examine the influence of other 
factors possibly related to injuries by comparing rates of injury (I) when the 
belt was used and was not used, (2) when safety belt installations remained 

i 
ALTHOUGH    THIS    REPORT    DEALS    «ITH    ' SU»VI V0RS * • PE RS ONS    WHO   UVEO    f OR   24   HOURS    SUBSEOUENT    TO    THE 
ACCIOCNT.IT   SHOULD    NOT    •(     PRESUMED    THAT   ALL    THE     INJURIES   WERE    SURVIVED.    Or    THE    1039   SUAVI- 
VORS .    306   WIRE    INJURED    TO   A    'SERIOUS'    OR    'CRITICAL*    DECREE.    THIRTY.SEVEN    Of    THESE    SURVIVORS 
• ERE    «EPO«TED    TO   HAVE    DIED    Of    THEIR    INJURIES    24   OR   MORE    HOURS    AFTER    THE    /CCICENT.     IN    THESE 
CASES.    CAUSES    OP   OEATH   WERE    APPARENT   WITHOUT   NEED    OP   AUTOPSY.    AND   MEDICAL   DATA   WAS    SUFFIC. 
IEN-LY   DETAILED    TO   CONFIRM   AN   EXTREMELY    LOW     INCIDENCE    OF     IN TRA . A SDOM INA L   ANO     IN TR» . TH ORA C I C 
INJUR IES . 

Vi 
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intact or failed, and (3) when the principal direction of crash force acted in 
vertical or parallel relation to the longitudinal axis of the plane. The com- 
parisons were baaed on percentages of survivors sustaining varying classes and 
combinations of injuries of all degrees. Including dangerous-to-1 if e injuries'. 
APPENDIX 2   lists the classes and combinations of injuries studied and the num- 
bers of survivors sustaining these injuries. 

\ 

\ 

A tall)1 of the number of injuries for each class and combination of 
injury permitted early comparisons of injury rates. Conclusions based on per- 
centages were then tested for validity fey statistical analyses applied to each 
set of ccnditiins which eight be a factor in causing injury. Fo  example, the 
rates of survi vor-inj yy when belts were used and when belts were not used were 
statistically compared by Chi-square metheds to determine whether any diffe- 
rence in rates of injury was significantly related to the fact that the belts 
were used or not used - or whether any difference was attributable to chance. 
The methods employed and various statistical considerations form a portion of 
the ANALYSIS section of this report. Numerical data, percentages and statisti- 
cal computations are shown in APPENDICES 2 *nd 3. 

i 

I 

I    CIR'S    JCALC    or    INJURY.SERIOUSNESS.    GEMMING   6    >«0B»£S5IVl    0E6REE3    Or    NW-FIIH    INJURY 
(0'   >HICH    TNE    LAST   2    OCCRECS    ARE    CLASSED    AS     ' DA MSI ROUS - TO. I I f E ' )     IS    SMC**     IN   APPENDIX   4. 
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SECT I ON  I 

BASIC DATA 

PART  I;    Body Area* Injured 

Examination of Ihe pattern of injury' sustained by the 1039 survivors 
studied for this report reveals that tne following percentages of survivors 
sustained injury in the body areas indicated below: 

PERCENTAGE   OF 
BODY   ARr.AS SURVIVORS    INJURED 

HEAD 79.9 

KECK   (including   cervical   spine) 6.1 

UPPER   TORSO   (including   dorsal   spine) 19.8 

LOWER  TORSO   (including   lumbar   spine) 23.9 

-------.    SPIKE   (as  a   unit  comprising   cervical, 
dorsal   and  lumbar  spines) 15.8 

EXTREMITIES 59.1 

It  will   be   observed   that   the   head   is   injured   more   than  3   times  as 
often  as   the   lower   torso,   which   is  adjacent   to  the   safety   belt   and  which   in- 
cludes,    in   addition   to   the   abdomen   and   its   contents,   the   lumbar   spine,   the 
pe~Tv lj"3«cr-u«,   ill oa.   bu t tocks ,   perineum and   genital ia.   Nevertheless,   merely be- 
cause  all   these   portions   of   the  Tower  tors©  *re    !n io.r.-d   less   frequently   than 
the   head,   does   not  mean   that   the  safety   belt   is   not   dangerous.   The   number  of  
survivors  with   lower   torso   injuries   (248  out  of   1039)    is   still   a  matter   of  con- 
cern   in   assessing   the   presumed  dangerousness   of   safety   belts.   These   248  cases 
provide   a   basis   for  critical   statistical   analyses   to  determine  whether   many, 
•11,   or   only  a   few  of   the   lower   torse   injuries   are   attributable  directly   to  the 
belt,   and  also  how  many   of   these   belt-injuries  are  dangerous   to   life.   However, 
statistical   study   is   necessary  to  determine   not   only   relationships   between 
primary   cmstttv   factors   and   I ow* r   torso   injur its ,    but   also   between   these   fa.c- 
tors   and    injuries   In   ether   gross   arras   sf   tf-.s   body. 

1   THE  PATTERN  CF   INJURY  SUSTAINED   BY  THE   1039 SURVIVORS  STUDIED  FOR  THIS  REPORT CLOSELY  RE. 
SEMTLES   INJURY.PATTTRNS  DISCUSSED   IN  EARLY CIR  REPORTS: 

A. KRC COMMITTEE ON AVIATION MEDICINE REPORT «230. NOVEMIER . 1943: ' INJUR IES 
IN THIRTY L I CHT. A I RCRA FT ACC IBENTS ' . »Y HUGH OE MA VCN .CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
MEDICAL COLLE GE . 

B.   CRASH   INJURY   RESEARCH   REPORT.JUL". I 952 :'THE   SITE.TREOUENCY  AND DANGEROUS. 
NESS   OF   INJURY   SUS'AINEO   »Y   800 SURVIVORS   OF   LIGHTPLANE   ACCIDENTS*. 



PART II:   Humber of Survivors Using Belts: Types of Belt Installation Failures 

Dats extracted from case records of the 1039 survivors were tallied 
according to use and effectiveness of safety belts. By chance, exactly 1000 of 
the survivors used their safety belts; 39 did not. 

figure 2 sho*» the numbers of survivors wnose belt installations re- 
naindd intact - or felled - when seats retained in place. Tne relatively nigh 
incidence of belt installation failure (nearly 25jt of Installations failed) 
immediately suggests that belt installation failure nay be a factor in dictat- 
ing injury patterns. This observation therefore was tested and analyzed In 
subsequent sections of the study. 

Breakdown of failure! of safety belt Installations into types of fail- 
ure revealed that the various categories of failure were too smalt for analysis 
In relationship to injuries. The breakdown, however, may be of some Interest to 

engineers and safety groups and Is therefore presented in Figure 3. 

J l 

KEY 

Effectiveness   of   Safety-Beit 
Installations   among   1000 

Safety-Beit   Users 

Survivors   whose   seats   and   safety   belt 
installations   remained    intact. 

Survivors   whose   seats   remained   in   place 
sod   whose   safety   belt    installations   failed. 

Survivors   whose   seats   pulled   free,    leaving 
effectiveness   of   safety   belt   installations   uncertain. 

722 

'2.2* 22. I* S.7* 
FIGURE   2 
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Types of Safety Belt Installation Failures 
i n 

221 Cases where Seats Remained in Place 

Mebblng breakage Fa i lure of 
End Attachment («; 

&! Suckle siippage 
r........i 

Breakage of 
Anchorage Point(s) 

186 
i ' ' 

83.7* 2.7%  10.1%   3.2% 
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SECT I ON    I i 

ANALYSIS 

PART /.   Relationship between Severe  Snubbin; Action of  Safety  Belts and 
the  Occurrence of   Intra-Atdominal  r.r~<i   Lumbar  Spine  Injuries. 

Discussion   of   the   value   of   safety   belts   often   has   been  confused   by   the 
belief   that   severe   snubbing  action   produced   "acute   flexion  of   the   torso   over 
the   safety   belt"   with   consequent   intra-abdominaI   and   spinal    injury.   Hhlle 
Crash   Injury   Research   firmly   believes   that  /J ckknt fing   rather  than   flex Ion com- 
monly   takes   place   in   crashes    (see   Figure   u)    the   question   of   the   dangerousness 
of   safety   belts   is   only   incidentally   related   tc   the   kinematics   of   the   human 
body   in   crashes.    The   important   -   and   pertinent   -   question    is  whether   the   snub- 
bing  action  of  safety   belts    (regardless   of  whether   jackkn ;f inc. or   flexion takes 
place)    Is   associated  with   int ra-abdofnlr>a!   »nd   spinal    injuries. 

^%- 

JACKKN IFING "FlEXICN- 

rituKi   i 

Among the 1000 survivors who were using  safety belts, 240 sustained 
•one Injury of the lower torso.' Upon examination of these 240 cases we find 
that there were 116 Instances of lumbar spine Injury, 33 instances of intra- 
tbdomlnal injury and 80 Instances of bruises, contusions or tenderness of the 

1     rO»   DETAILED    DATA    ON    TM£     TYPES    AND    NUMBER    OE    LOWtP    TO««0    INJURIES    tU J TA IN E 0 . 5 f. I    APPENDIX    2. 



I 
hip*   and/or   abdomen.   These   80   cases   give   SO   ttngibl*   ov idoneos   of stvtro  tnub- 
bing  *etton  by s*f*ty  6*(ft.   and   are  used   In   the  comparisons  »nd  statistic*! 
tests which  follow. 

Table   !,   below,   records   data  on   the  occurrence   of   I ntra-abdominaI   In- 
jury   both  with   and   without  evidence   of  severe   snubbing action. 

! 
r 
f 
i 
I 
I 

TABLE    1 

The Occurrence of  |n*ra-AWomlnel   Injury  In 

Relation to Severe Snubbing Action by Safety Belts 

NUMBER  OF   SURVIVORS WITHOUT 
INTRA.ASOOMINAL 

INJURY 

WITH 
INTO* .ABDOMINAL 

INJURY 

TOTAL NUMIER 
or SURVIVORS us INS 

SAFETY    BELTS 

• 1 TMOUT   EVIDENCE   Or 
SEVERE   SNU881NC   ACTION 901 29       (3.2%) 920 

WITH    EVIDENCE    Of 
SEVERE   SNU84IN3   ACTION 76 4      (5.0*) 80 

TOTAL 967 33                                                              !000 
L,.       -   .                                         t 

fable I shows that Intrn-abdoalnaI Injury occurred withrvt  evidence of 
;ever* snubbing action (bruise3, contusions, tenderness of hips and/or abdomen) 
among 3.2% of the survivors, intra-abdoainal injury occurred with  evidence of 
snubbing action among 5%  of the survivors. Thus, intra-abdoainal Injurles occur 
with nearly equal frequency - 3.2$ versus b%  - either with or withoutevidence 
of severe snubbing action. The slight difference between these two frequencies 
or  percentages was statistically tested {APPENDIX 3,   test I) and the results 
of this test confirmed the evidence that thoro   Is   no  t ignifieaht   corr*l*tion 
botmttn  *»v*r» snubbing   teflon  of nf*ty i,»its    (as demonstrsted by bruises, 

contusions or   tenderness of hips and/or abdomen) *nd   tho   occurrtnc*   of   intr*~ 
sbdomin*I   injury. 

The sane procedure was applied to see whether there was a relationship 
between severe snubbing action of belts and the occurrence of lumbar spine In- 
juries. Table II shows the occurrence of tills type of injury both with and with- 
out eviftsnce_of s_$V4rjS_a.ILU-bJ>i-iLQ-a£-tlo»-  

TABLE     M 

The Occurrence of  Lumbar Spine   Injury   in 
Relation to Severe Snubbing Action By Safety Belts 

NUMBER  OF  SURVIVORS 
* 1 THOUT 

LUMSAR SPINE   INJURY 
Wl TH 

LUMBAR   SPINE    INJURY 

TclAL   NUMBER 
or  SURVIVORS USING 

S*rtTY  BELTS 

WITHOUT EVIDENCE   or 
SEVERE   SNUBHING ACTION 31'. 109      (11.8*) 920 

WITH  EviotNcr   or 
SEVERE   SNudiinr, ACTION 73 7      (   8.8%) 80 

TOTAL 984 116 1000 

[ 

,'/t 

rfj 



It  will   be  observed   that   luabar  spine   Injuries   occurring without  evi- 
dence  of   severe  snubbing  act ion were sustaIned   by   109  out   of   920  -   11.8*  -   of 
the  survivors.    L«.Tbar  spine   Injuries   occurring with   evidence   of   severe  stub- 
bing  action  was   sustained   by   7  out   of  80 -   8.8)1 -   of  the   survivors.   Thus,   lua- 
bar  spine   Injuries   occur  with   nearly  equal   frequency   -   there   is   only  a  3% dif- 
ference  -   either  with   or  without   evidence  of   severe  snubbing  action   by   safety 
belts.   The  slight   difference   between  these   two   frequencies   or   percentages  was 
statistically   tested    (APPENDIX 3,   test   2)   end   it  was   found   that   thoro   ,t   no 
significsnt   corrolition   botwoon    tht   trvor*   s rub ting   tction   of sofoty   fit*   *nd 
th*   occurronco   of   lumbtr   spin*   dak., go. 

Since   neither    intra-abaoaina1   nor   luabar  spine   injuries   correlate  with 
severe   snubbing  action   it   is   clearly  suggested   that  soae   factor  other   than   the 
safety   belt   is   responsible   for  their   production.   A  clue   to   the  nature  of   this 
factor  would   be   rrc»idad   if   it   were   found   that   intra-abdoainaI   injuries   and lua- 
bar   spine   injuries   are   rolstod   to   asch   aihmr.    Table   III   shows   tHe   occurrence   of 
luabar  spine   injury   both   with  and   without   the   occurrence   of   intra-abdoainal   in- 
jury. 

TA8LE.    1 1 1 

The Occurrence of  Luabar Spine   Injury   in 
Rfclatir*"   to the  Occurrence of   |ntra-*bdo«ina'   injury 

NUMBER  OF   SURVIVORS 
WITHOUT 

LUMSAR SPINE   INJURY 
WITH 

LUMSA* SMNE   INJURY 

TOTAL   NUMBER 
Or SURVIVORS USIM6 

SAFETY  BELTS 

WITHOUT      lUTRA.ASOOM INAl 
INJURY 662 105      (10.9%) 967 

WITH     INTRA-ARDOMINAI. 
IN JUDY 22 11       (33.31! 33 

TOTAL 884 116 1000 

 Table   '''   ,now*   that   luabar  spine   injuries   occurred  without   Intra-ab- 
doainal    injuries   aaong   foTSJ  ot   the   survivors" wiierea"s   Fuaoar ~spt««" JlijUf l£» 
occurred with   intra-abdoainal    Injuries   aaong  33.3)1  of   the  survivors.   This 
aarked   difference   in  the   frequency  of   luabar  spine   injuries   -  a  difference   of 
22.151  -  suggests   that   luabar  spine   injuries  and   intra-abdoainal    injuries  are 
interrelated.   A  statistical   test   {APPENDIX 3,   test   3)   was   therefore   undertaken 
to deteraine   the  eitent   to which  chance  dictated   this   12.%% difference.    It was 
found   that   chance  would   account   for   the   difference   in   less   than   I    in   iOOOcases. 
Therefore we   have  statistical   evidence  that   thorp   is   *   strong  roi*tions hip  to- 
twern    tho    mc idonco   of   1nt r *-sbdomintI   injuriot   *nd   the   occurronco   of   lumbtr 
s pi no    1njurits. 

Statistical   evidence   of  a   relationship   between   luabar  spine  and   intra- 
abdoainal    injuries   is  eitreaely   helpful    in  discovering  the   cause   of   these   in- 
juries.   The   next   step   is   to   rind  a   factor which   is   common   to  both   types   of   in- 
jury.   Eraaination  of   the  nature   of   luabar  spine   injuries   showed   that   these con- 
sist  chiefly   of  <- cfiross ion   fractures.   This   iaplled   that  severe   vertical forces 



acted on the spinal colvan. Later en In this study - in the section which ex- 
amines the relationship of Injuries to principal directions of cash force - 
It v!11 be seen that both intra-abdomlnaI Injuries and lumbar solne Injuries 
are strongly related to vertically acting force. At the preaent point In the 
development of this study, however, It was only important to establish that 
the snubbing action of safety belts was not an Important factor in producing 
Intra-abdomlna1 injuries or lumbar apine injuries* Further examination of ac- 
cident-injury factors such as the use of the belt end its effectiveness, as 
well as the direction cf crash force, Must be undertaken to determine causes 
of these and other torso injuries - es well as Injuries In other body areas. 

\ i 
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ANALYSIS 
(corn inued) 

PART  II:   Causes   of   Torso   Injury 

it   has   bean  established   by   CIR's   ace Ident- I njury  analyses   that bruises, 
contusions   and  areas   of   tenderness   of   the   hips   and/or  abdomen   usually  are 
dirtctly  attributable   to  safety   belts.   Among   bO   out   of    1039   survivors   these 
belt-caused   Injuries   occurred.   However,   there   are   many   torso   Injuries   sustained 
In   crashes  which   nay   be   attributed   to   the   belt   -   mdirt-ct ly.   For   exarsole,    If 
only  a  safety   belt   Is   used    (and   the   body   Is   net   restrained   by  shoulder   harness) 
the  safety   bt.1t   may  cause   the   torso to  jackknlfe   (i.e.,   hfr.ge   ?.*   t»>e   hips), 
flail   forward   aM   strike   objects.    In   such   cases   the   body   may   sustain   a  d ir»<t 
Injury   frost   the   snubbing  action   of   the   belt,   and   simultaneously   way   sustain   In- 
juries   mairictly  attributable   to  the   belt   as   a   result   of   the   pivoting  or flail- 
ing  action.   Thus,   contusions   and   puncture  wounds   of   the   chest,   fractured   ribs, 
Iptra-thoracic   injuries,   etc..   can   be  considered   as   md irtctly   related   to  the 
snubbing action   of   the   safety   belt   - but  not  directly *ttr ibuttbl*   to   tho   b* It. 

In  addition   to   injuries   related  directly  -   or   indirectly   -   to  the   belt, 
there  are   soie   types   of   lower   torso   injury  which   have  no   relation   to   the   belt 
at   all;   they  occur  without   relationship  ••?  s«»b b I n 5  action   of   th-  safety   belt 
or   to  the   flailing  action  which   the  safety   belt   induces.    Injuries   of   the   but- 
tocks,   perlneua and   genitalia,   for  example,   can   be  caused   by  control   sticks   or 
by  seats deforming  and   presenting  broken,   sharp edges.   Similarly,   puncture 
wounds  and   lacerations   of   the  abdomen   occasionally  are   inflicted   by   broken 

'structures   or   by   push-pull   tubes   from which  control  wheels   have   sheared. 

In   addition   there   may   be   mjur its,   such  a   polvic.   spinsl   and   internal 
injuries,   csused  by  sever*   jolt   loeds    trensmi I ted   to   tf>e   tidy   by   seets   end  sup- 
porting structures;   these   types   of   Injury  often   occur without  any   signs   of   se- 
vere  snubbing  action   of   the   belt   (I.e.,   bruises,   contusions   or  areas   of tender- 
ness   of   h I r s   and/or  abdomen)   and   without   evidence   •".   the   accident   Itself  that 

 the   body  was   thrown_forcJ_bJ_y_ a.flAijiaL_aJut jtthAi—Obj&cl or _^tru-ei-iir».—    -     — — 

In  examining  causes   of   lower  torso   Injury  among   1000   belt-using  survi- 
vors,   there  were  some   injuries   for which  causes   could  not   be   read 11 yascertaIned. 
However,   these  cases   were   rare   -   2.9% of   the  cases.    In   most   Instances   there  was 
little  difficulty   in  assigning   lower  torso   injuries   to  one   of   three  categories: 

(i)   those   caused   directly   oy   tne   belt; 

(2) those   caused   by  contact  with  specific 
oujects  and  structures; 

(3) those   caused   by   jolt   loada   acting 
through  seats. 

Srt    APFtNDIX    i    TO*   CL*S»ii   ANO    TY»tS    Or    LOwt«    TOOSO    IX Jll» t IS    ACCOST".&   TO    'CAUSE*. 
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Since  aost  causes   of   Injuries   could   be   assigned   to   these   three  cate- 
gories,   the   percentage   of   cases   in  which  safety   belts  were   a  direct   cause  of 
lover  torso   Injury   could   be   calculated.   For   purposes   of  convenience   In   the 
analysis  which   follows,   lower   torso   injuries   caused  directly   by   the   belt  are 
referred   to  as   "belt-caused"   and   Injuries   caused  tithtr   by   objects   and   struc- 
tures   or   by   jolt   loads   are   referred   to as   "non-bett-caused". 

Khan   the   240  cases   of   lower   torso   injuries   -   Including   lumbar   spine 
Injuries   -   were  tallied.    It  was   found   that: 

30.H% were   "belt-caused": 

66.7% were   "non-beIt-caused"; 

2.9% were  caused   by  conditions  which 
which   could   not   be   reasonably 
determined. 

in  suaaary,   the  data   thur>   show   that  the   safety   belt   is   a  direct  cause 
of   injury   to  the   tower   torso  only,   and   that   aaong  the   1000   injured  safety-belt- 
wearing  survivors   there  were   240 cases   of   lower  torso   injury with  73  -  or 30.4%- 
of   these   being   "belt-cai<sed'.   Although  30.4% seeae   to  be  a  considerable   propor- 
tion,   It   is  significant  to  note  that  64  out  of  these 73 cases   -  87% -  consisted 
only-of  bruises,   contusions-or areas  of tenderness  of  hips  and/or aodoaen.   A ~! 
true   assess*ent   of   the dtngeroutlets   of  safety   bales  shosld   be   based   on  serious 
or  critical    (dangerous-to-1Ifo)    Injuries  which  ara   "belt-caused". 

It  was   found   that  aaong   the  dangerous-to-1 Ife,   "belt-caused"   Injuries, 
3  were   cases   of   intra-abilaainal    Iniur*1.   and   fl w«r«   c»t«i   _f   l„ah»r   anlna   lnlurv 
which   had   been  classified  as   "belt-caused*  on  the  basis  of titernal   evidence  of 
*»v%re  snubbing action.   Thus,  9  out  of IOOO belt-users  -  or  nine/tenths  of  one 
percent   of   the   survivors   -   hsd dtngerou*   lower   forte   injuries   for  which   the 
tsfoty   be 11   could  rest onto ly   be   cont idered  **   e   direct   ceuie. 

The  next   step   In   the  asscssaent   of  the dangerouanees  of  safety  belts 
was   to coa«»r»   "belt-csussd"  with   "non-bslt-caused"  dangerous   lower   to,so   In- 
juries.   Table   IV  showa   the  derivation  of  these  percentages. 

Or TMZ I03S sjavivots. 30S • NIAHIY 30% - mint 'SCJMOUSLY' O« 'CM TICALLY' in Junto, AND AT 
ICAST 37 or THCSI suarivoss atsi strohTco TO MA it oito SUIICQUUT.V. \n rttest CASCS. CAUSES 
or  O(»TH et*t  n-nm** IITHOUT atco  or  AUTOPSY,  AND WCO»CAL OAT. tint  lurricitnTLV SETAtito 
TO    u>.M»«   AH    EVTSCMflY    LOW    IfeCIOfNCt    Of    |l» T»A -A SOON I »A t     IN.M'klCS 
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TABLE    IV 

The  Occurrence  of Dangerous   Lot«er  Torso  Injuries 
In  Relation to "belt-Cause" ar.d   "Non-Belt-Cause" 

NUM86K   OF   SURVIVORS WITHOUT 
OANOCROUS 

LOVIR TORSO  INJURIES 

WITH 
OANCEROUS 

LOVER   TORSO  INJURIES 

TOTAL MUMSER or 
BELT.WEARINS SURVIVORS 

WITH  LOWER  TORSO   INJURIES 

WITH       Bt'-T.CA JS£0' 
LOWER   TORSO    INJURIES 64 9      (12.3*) 73 

WITH   'NOM-BEIT.CAUSCD' 
Love* TORSO  INJURIES 72 88      (58.0%) 160 

TOTAL 136 57 133 

It  can  be seen   in  Table 
had   "non-belt-cauted"  dangerous 
aslnlng  the  difference   between 
caused"  dangers'is   lower  torso   I 
that  dangerous   Injuries   of   the 
structures  or with  js!t  force  t 
safety  belt.   The   P-value   ylclde 
•ore  than  10% difference   betwee 
Seas  than   I   In   1000 tlailir   Ins 
sis  of this  test  that   in  surviv 
future  -  unless   existing  condit 
wor   torso  will  ASSO:ISrt   with  o 

IV that a far grea 
lower torao injur 

the proportions of 
njurles {APPENDIX 
lower torao are as 
ranssltted through 
d by the teat was 
n the two percenta 
tances. it can the 
able 1 Ightplane ac 
ions are altered - 
bjocts   and  struttu 

ter   percentage   of   survivors 
ies.   A  chi-square   test  ex- 

"beIt-caused"   and   "non-belt- 
3,   test   M)    indicated  clearly 
sociated  with   objects  and 
seats  -   rather   than with  the 

less   than  .001,   so  that  the 
gej   would   occur  by  chance   In 
refore   be   predicted   on  a   oa- 
cldents   occurring   in  the 
4tng* roos   injuries   of   tht lo~ 

res   or   jolt   lo*ds   through sotts 
rather  than with safety  belts. 
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Percentage* of Sur> !*or~|nJiiry According to Bait Uaa or Non-Ua* 

SURVIVORS   US IRG   BELTS 

5URYIYVRS   ROT  USING  BE LTS<»»«w»www^»^v^. 

800Y 
AREA 

o 

S 

UJ 

2 

TYPE   OF   INJURY 

A^Y    INJURY    Pf    THE   HCAO 

OANBCROU*.TQ>LI *i    MEAD     INJUAIE* 

ANT INJURY or THE NECK 
(CERVICAL SPINE  INJURIES 
INCLUOEO) 

INJURIES   or   THE  NECK WITHOUT 
CERVICAL   SMNE    INJURIES 

ANY iftut   INJURY 
(CERVICAL,    OOHSAL.    LUMBAR) 

OAHCLKOUS .Te-Lft   SPINE   INJURIES 
(CERVICAL.    DORSAL.    LUMRAR) 

AKY    INJURY    OF    THE    CERVICAL SPINE 

ANY    INJURY    Or    THE    OOHSAL   SPINE 

ANY  INJURY or  THE   LUMBAR SPINE 

ANY   INJURY   or UPPER   TORSC 
(DORSAL   SPINE     INJURIES   IHCLUOEOj 

INJURIES  or OORSAL  SPINE  ONLY 
(NO   OTHER   UPPER    TORSO    INJURIES) 

INJURIES     OP    OORSAL   SPINr    WITH 
OTHER   UPPER    TORSO    INJURIES 

INJURIES   Or   UPPER    TORSO 
ta 1 TH0JU- nnRSAi   SPINr    INJURIES 

INTRA.THORACIC    INJURIES 

ANY INJURY or LOWER TORSO 
(LUMRAR    STINE     INJURIES   INCLUOEO) 

INJURIES    or    LUMRAR    SPINE    ONLY 
(NO   OTMER    LOVER    TORSO    INJURILS) 

INJURIES    or    LUMRAR    SPINE    > I TH 
OTHER    LOWER    TORSO    INJURIES 

INJURKS    OF    LOWER    TORSO 
WITHOUT    LUMBAR   SPINE     INJURIES 

INTRA -ABDOMINAL     INJURIES 

PERCIXTAOF.   OF   SURVIVORS   iNJU'iED 

IOC 

(84.6%) 

(41.0%) 

(6 .0%) 
(7.7*) 

<3.«%i 
is.i»; 

»(I6.0%) 
(10.3*) 

(10.0%) 
(   5.1%. 

(2.4%) 
(2.5%: 

(2.9%) 
(S.I*) 

(II .6*) 
(    5.1*) 

T* 1 
>«»W««N^W>^, 

(22.0*1 
(15.4*) 

(2.3*1 
(2.6*) 

(    .6*) 
(2.6*) 

(17.I*) 

(2.2*) 
(   0*   ) 

Nrf^p^^N^M^^N^^^^1 

(24.0*1 
(20.5%) 

(9.5*1 
(2.6*) 

(2.1*) 
(2 .6*) 

BBHBHBBB (12.4%) 
^ww^^rf%^^    (15.4%) 

(3.3%) 
(2.8%) 

FIOURE     5 
! ! 
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ANALYSIS 

~t {continued) 
t 

c. PART ill:     Relationship between the Occurrence of Injury 
and Use or Non-Use of Safety Delta 

V 

I 
» 

Aa a further basis for ova'iatibr. of the performance of aafety belts, 
the freouency of Injury of aurvivora using and not ualng belta was atudled. Of 

! the 1039 eurvlvora whoso ace Ident- Inj >jry reports were analyxed for tola study 
;: 1000 uaed belta and 39 did not. While a aasiple of 39 Right sees to be a small 

one to use in comparisons, the etatistlcal measures eaployed herein accord 
validity to the analytical results obtained froa aaall aaaples.1 

t 
\ To exaalne   Injury  frequencies  when   bolts  were   used  and  were  not   used, 

tallies  were  first  aade  of  torso,   neck,   spine  and  head   injuries  asong  the two 
* groups   of   survivors.   Figure   5  shows   how   injuries   to  each  of   these  gross   body 

arees  were  broken down   into sub-categories,   and   presents  the   percentage  of 
i belt-uaera   and   non-uaers   sustaining  each  category  of   injury. 

it will   lamed lately  be  noted   that  fho  porctntago  of torso,   nock and 
i spin*   injurios   sus to inod  Ay  both  bolt   usors   and non-usors   is   similar'.    In   no 
> Instance  did  the  frequency  of   injury differ by aore  than 6.9$.   This  similarity 

of   Injury  frequency  appeared   for ail   categorlea  of   injury  to  the  torso,   neck 
\ and  spine.   It   is  notable,   however,   that  there waa a  wide difference   in  the fre- 

quency  of  head   injury  between  belt  users  and  non-uaers,   with  a  reaarkably  high 
I frequency  of head   Injury when   belts  were  not  used. 

I Chl-square  teats   [APPENDIX 3,   tests   5-23)   were   used   to examine   aildif- 
| ferences   between  frequencies  of   Injury;   these  tests  showed   that  nowher*   among 
f tho   injury   c* togor tot   mas    thoro   any   sign   that   us*   of   tho   bolt   inc.tmd   tho 
S froouoncv   of  injuriot   of   tho   torso,   nock   or  spino.   By   contrast,   the   statistical 

teats   showed   that   *lI   typts   of  hood damago,   *s   moll  *s   dongorous   hood   in/urios, 
\ aro   associotod  wijh   ond ore   incroasod   by  non-us*   of AAft.fy ttlts.   The   P.-UAJJIA* 

derived   froa the   two  Chl-aquare   tests   on   head   injuriea  are   less   than   .001,   and 
therefore  deaonstrate   that   chance  would  dictate  the  differences   in   injury   fre- 
quency   in   less   than   I    in   1000  cases.   Thus,   the   Increaae   in   head   injury   frequen- 
cy   Is   governed   by  the   fact  that  aafety  belts were  not  used.   Nevertheless   -  even 
though   us*   of xafaty   bolts   d*cr»as»$   choncos   of hud   injury   -   the   fact   that 
there  were   382   head   Injuriea   among   i000  beit-using  survivors   shows   thst   safety 
belts  a lono   do  not   give   auch   protection  against   head   Injury. 

The   Influence  which   use   or  non-use   of   safety   belts   has   on   the   occurrence 
of  *ny   sorious   or   critical   injury   of   th*   body   as   a   whelo   can   now   be   considered. 
Table   V  shows   the   numbers   of  survivors  with  serious    (5°)   and   critical    (6°)   head 
and   body   Injuries   In   accordance  with   belt   uae   or   non-use. 

'ALL   CM I .SQUARE    TESTS    UStO     'M    THIS    STUOV   EMPLOY   YATIS*    CORRECTION    fCR   CONTINUITY. 

(SEE   APPENDIX   3J 
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TABLE   V 

The Occurrence of Serious and Critical   Injuries 
cf the Head and  Body  In Relation to Use or Hot-use uf  Setts 

NUM8FR  OF  SURVIVORS WITHOUT 
S;PIOUS   OR CeiriCAL 

HEAD   AMC    BCOV    INJURIES 

XI TH 
Sceieus   OA  CRITIC«V. 

HEKG    »NO    EO'U-V     INJUKirt 

TOTAL Nu*tet* 
or 

SUKV 1 VOM 

US INC   SArclY   BELTS 7!5 285      (28.5*) 1000 

NOT UiiNs SAFETY  BELTS 18 21       (53.8%) 39 

TOTAL 733 

.     .                          .. 

306 

 1 

1038 

It will   ba  seen   that   the   percentage   of  survivors   seriously  end   criti- 
cally   Injured  when not  using   belts   Is   far   greater   than   the   percentage  of   sur- 
vivors  seriously  and  critically   Injured when  using  belts.   The  lb.21. difference 
In  the  frequency  of  these  dangcrous-to-life   Injuries  when   belts  were  not   used 
was  analyzed   statistically   [AffLNDIX J,   test   2H)   and   It  was   found   that  sorious 
and  critical   efogrrts   of hood  »nd  body   injury  oro   ossoc i» tod with  ond   incrossod 
by not  using nfoty  bolt*.   The   P-vaSue   here   Is   less   than   .00!,   demonstrating 
that  chance  dictates  the  difference   In   Injury  frequency   In   less  than   I   in   1000 
cases.   Thus,   an   Increase   In  dangerous   (serious  and  critical)   head  and  body   In- 
juries   Is  governed  by whether  or not  a aafety  belt   Is   used,   and  the Inescapable 
conclusion   is   reached   that  orootor   ovtroll  protoction   for   tho   hood  ond  body 
from dongorous   injurits   is   providod by   tho  uso   of sofoty  bolts. 

I 
13 
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ANALYSIS 

(continued) 

PART     iv:     Relationship  between  the  Occurrence  of   Injury 
and   ^allure   of   Safety   Belt   Installation* 

' 

The 
stfoty   bolt* 

statistical   evidence   presented   thus  far  has  shown  that   tho  us*  of 
i*   not  dtngwr out.    tnd  affords   protection    to   th*   body   *s   *   whoit - 

without   resp< 
failed.   Tha 
failure  of  si 
Injuries   anor 
coapared  with  the   frequency  of   Injuries  attong  the 221  iff ivors   whoso  bolt   in. 
*t* I lot ion*   ft ilod.    (See  Section   I   for  detailed  data  on  types  of  belt   installa- 

>ect   to whether  the   safety   belt   Installations   regained   Intact   or 
question   therefore   arises  as   to  slather   injuries   are   increased   by 

lafety   belt   Installations.   To test  this  question,   the   frequency  of 
>ng   the   722  surv Ivors   whoso   bolt   i nt t* 11111 ons   rprntintd   inttct   was 

tion failure 
with a loop- 
tension    (see 

s.)   The  safety  belts   Involved   In  this  study  are  aostly  of  the   type 
holding  capacity  of  2000   pounds,    i.e.,   1000   pounds   In   straight 

Figure  6}. 

\S* 
1000 It*. 

it 

I 
It 
•x 

': 

i 
.- 

IOOO ; r i ot,»t  * 

A  SAFEiY   SILT   CAPABLE   OF  WITHSTANDING 

A   I00C   LB.    Pt'li.   IN  STRAIGHT   TENSION   (A) 

Vi ILL  HAVE   A   'LOyP+IOLDIN6  CAPACITY*   OF  2000   LBS. 

IN  A   BODY-BLOCK   TEST   (B) 

I* 



Percent a oat of Survivor-Injury According to Bait-Installation 

Intactness or Fallura 

SURVIVORS whose  9eU-lnsta11atlon was   laTACTi 

BOOV 
AREA 

SURVIVORS whose  Belt-Installation  FAILED        ^N******^***^ 

TYPE   Or   INJURY PERCENTAGE   OF   SURVIVORS    INJURED 

a. 
03 

ANY   INJJ»Y   or   THE  HEAD 

ANY OANGCROUS - TO-L I Ft 
HFAO    INJURY 

ANY   INJURY  or   THE  NECK 
(CERVICAL   SPINE    INJURIES 

INCLUDE0! 

INJURIES   Or    TMC   NECK   WIT- 
CERVICAL   SMNE    INJURIES 

ANY   SMNE     INJURY 
(CERVICAL.    DORSAL.    LUMtAR) 

I'.HV   OAN«EROUS • TO.Lt rE    SPINE     IN. 
JURY     (CERVICAL.    DORSAL.     LUMBAR) 

APV    INJURY    OF    THE    CCRV ICAL S P I HE 

ANY    INJURY    OF    THE   OORSAL   SMM£ 

ANY    IKJURY    Or   THE    LUMBAR   SPINE 

ANY    INJURT    OP   UPPER    TORSO 
(DORSAL   SPlRt,   INJURIES   INCLUDED) 

INJURIES  or DORSAL I»I»I ONLY 
(NO OTHER UPPER TORSO INJURIES) 

INJURIES  or  UORSAL SPINE  WITH 
OTHER   UPPER    TORSO    INJURIES 

INJURIES or UPPER TORSO WITHOUT 
OORSAL  SPINE   INJURIES 

INTRA.THORAC IC    INJURIES 

ANY    INJURY   OP    LOWER    TORSO 
(LUMBAR   SPINE     INJURIES   INCLUDED) 

INJURIES    OP    LUMBAR   SPINE    ONLY 
(NO   OTHER   LOWER   TORSO   INJURIES) 

INJURIES    Or    LUMBAR   SPINE   WITH 
OTHER   LOWER   TORSO   INJURIES 

INJURIES   Or   LOWER   TORSO 
WITHOUT   LUMBAa   SPINE     INJURIES 

IMTRA -A BOOMINAL     INJURIES 
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Figure 7 
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shows the frequaiicy with which various classes of torao, neck, 
Jury occurred, according to whether belt Inatel latIon* reaeln- 
•d. Inspection of thl* figure laaedlately Indicates that fall- 
t Installations has a strong Influence on changing the over- 
rvlvor Injury. Dlfferancee In Injury frequenclea when belt In- 
red   Intact  or  failed  wore  statistically  examined   {APPENDIX 3, 

it was   found  that while  certain   Injury  categories   are  not 
y   belt   Installation   failures,   there  are   Important   categorlea 
cantly   related   to this  variable.   In   particular,   it  waa  ahown 

lea  of   the  upper  and   the   lower  torso  -  with  or without 
les  of   the  spine  -  are  associated  with  and   increased   by 
re  of  aafety   belt   Instal lat lone. 

(2) The   occurrence   cf   neck  and/or  cervical   spire   Injuries   Is   not 
related   to   failure   of   belt   Installations. 

(3) Frequenclea of Injury to the doreal spine are slallarwhether 
belt Installation: fall or remain Intact, *>ut injuries of the 
luabar  spine   Increaae when  belt   installatlona   fall. 

(it) Intra-abdoalna1 Injurlea are associated with and increased by 
belt   Installation  failure. 

(() Intra-thorac Ic Injuries tend to associate with belt installa- 
tion  failure. 

(6)   Head  damages  of all  degrees,   as well  ae dangeroue degreea of 
head   Injury,   Increase with  the  failure  of  eafety  belt   instal- 
lations. 

The  effect  which   failure  of   aafety   belt   installations   has   on   the   oc- 
currence   of  serious    (5°)   and  critical    (6°)    injuries   of   the   head   and   body waa 
next   exaoiined.   Table   VI   ahowt>   the   nuaber  of  survivors  with  serious   and   criti- 
cal   head   and   body   injuries   in   relation   to  failure   of  safety   belt   inataIlatlona. 

TABLE    VI 

The Occurrence of Serious and Critical   Injuries 

of the Head and Body   in Relation to Effectiveness of Safety Belt Instal lat ions 

NUMBER   OF   SUNVIVORS WlTHOUT 
SERIOUS   OR  CRITICAL 

HEAD  AND   Boov   INJURIES 

WITH 
&ER 1 OUS    OR   CR 1 Tl CAL 

HEAD  ANO   BODY   INJURIES 

TOTAL NUHSER 
or 

SURVIVORS 

WHO"!    BtLT  l«5T»L!.». 
TIONS    REMAINED    INTACT 556 166      (23.0%) 722 

WHOSE   BELT 
INSTALLATIONS   FAILED 133 88     (39.6%) 221 

TOTAL tee 2 54 943* 

* 
Although  there   .ere  1000 belt-using survivors, 
data  en 5?  jr.» -ot   used  here;   in  these 57 cases, 
seats   polled   "ree.   so that effectiveness   of 
safety  beH   installations was  uncertain. 
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It  will   be  seen   that   23.C£  of   accident  survivors   sustained   serious   or 
critical    (dangerous-to-1ife)   head   and   body   injuries  when  their   belt   installa- 
tions  were  effective,*   on   the   other   hand,   39.81  of   the  survivors  whone   belt   in- 
stallations   failed   sustained   oangerous -to-1 i f e   i.ead   and   body   injuries.   *   stati- 
stical   test    [APPENDIX 3,   test   HH)   confirmed   the   indication   that   serious   and 
critic*!   injuries   of   the   head   end   boav   are   associated   with   end   increased  by 
fti In ro    of  safety   belt    ir,s t a 11a t i ons . 

The  statistical   evidence   troe  this   and   previous   tests   show   beyond   a 
doubt   that   effectiveness    of  safety   be I r    ins tt 11 jt tons   provides   protection    in 
tec iden ts;    failure   of  safety   belt   installations   significantly   increases   expo- 
sure   to   dangerous   crash    injuries. 

********* 

INSTRUMENT  PANEL 
and   CONTROL  WHEEL 

FLIGHT   PATH 

^s^>/-      *<%^ GROUND 

FORCE  VECTOR 

FIGURE   a:        "FLAT"   -  RICOCHETING   - ACCIDENT: 

PRODUCES   VERTICALLY   ACTING   FORCES   ON  AIRCRAFT 

SEATS  AND   OCCUPANTS. 0* 
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ANALYSIS 
(cont inued) 

PART V:    Relationship between the Occurrence of Injury 
and Principal Direction in which Crash Force Acts 

it has been previously noted that there were many cases of injury a- 
«aong the survivors which could not be attributed to either the safety belt or 
to any specific object or structure. In these cases, the survivors had sus- 
tained intra-abdoninaI and/or spinal injuries, but had no evidence of any ex- 
ternal bruises, contusions or areas of tenderness which could be traced to 
structure or to the snubbing action of the safety belt as causative factors. 
Stg~ific;nt! /,    it was found (see Section II, Part 1} that the occurrence of 
intra-abdominal injuries i* associated with the occurrence of lur.bar spine in- 
juries. It was therefore considered likely that some other factor - not pre- 
viously examined - accounted for the occurrence of these injuries. 

Since a large proportion of torso injuries vere comarea ion   fractures 
of the dorsal and lumbar spines, it was suspected that forces actingvertiiaIly 
through the seats night be responsible for these - and other types - of inju- 
ries. To test '.his assumption It was necessary to make comparisons between tne 
frequency of injuries in the presence of forces acting vertically through the 
seats and of those occurring when 'longitudinally" acting forces were present. 

It is, of course, common knowledge that decelerative forces acting 
during a crash are Multiple in direction. There is, however, generally a 
princip«I   for.e which exceeds all the other forces in magnitude, and which de- 
terminus the resultant or vector. For example, let us assu.se that a plane makes 
a crash landing with the nose almost level (see Figure 8). The force acting 
vertically through the floor and seats is far greater than the longitudinal 

force opposing the forward movement of the plane. Also, should the plane crash 
with one wing low, a lateral component of force vight be introduced, but this 
force probably would be exceeded by the vertically acting force. The direction 
of force in this crash would therefore be considered to be pr >»c i pt I ly  yrtictl. 

In extracting cases for comparison, those in which the principal force 
acted chiefly in a vertical direction through the seats were placed in one 
group. There were 116 survivors in crashes of this type. Cases in which the 
principal resultant or vector force was nearly parallel to the long)tudina! ax- 
is of the plane were put in another - or inc ips 11y   Iongitudin« I   force group - 
(see Figure 9). There were 5oO survivors in accidents where the force was prin- 
cipally longi tud inal. 

!f direction of crash force is a definite injury-producing factor, it 
might be expected that the head would be more frequently injured in accidents 
which involve crash forces acting principally in a "longitudinal" direction - 
since longitudinal force implies that the head will continue its forward "line 
of flight" and come into forcible contact with objects and structures. To tent 
this assumption the r.u«iber of survivors sustaining head injury was obtained 
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fro* each of the two groups. Table VII show* the frequency of a II   degrees of 
head damage; Table VIII show* the frequency of serious   and critic* I   degress of 
head injury, with respect to directions of crash force. 

TABLE    VII 

The Occurrence of Head  Damage   in 
Relation to Principal Directions of Cr;$h Force 

NUMBER   OF   SURVIVORS 
WITHOUT 

HEAD   DAMAGl 
• l TH 

HEAD  DAMAGE 

TOTAL NUMSER 
or 

SURV1VORS 

IN   'LONGITUDINAL 
FOUCE*   CRASHES 95 485     !83.6%> 580 

IN   'VERTICAL  FORCE" 
CRASHES 30 86       (74.1%) tie 

TOTAL 125 571 696 

T i B L i    VIII 

The Occurrence of Serious and Critical  Head   Injuries 
in Relation to Principal Directions of Crash Force 

NUMBER  OF   SURVIVORS SJITMOUT 

SERIOUS   OR  CRITICAL 
HEAD  INJURIES 

WITH 
SERIOUS   OR CRITICAL 

HEAD   INJURIES 

TOTAL NUMBER 
or 

SURVIV0R5 

IN   - LONSI TUO INAL 
FORCE'   CRASHES 47 5 105      (18.1%) 580 

IN   'VERTICAL  FORCE' 
CRASHES 104 12       (10.3%) 116 

TOTAL 579 117 6 96 

Examination of Tables VII and VIII shows that the frequency of all de- 

grees of head damage, as well as serious and critical (dangerous-to-life) in- 
juries of the head, is Ins   in crashes involving principally vertical force. 
The suggestion is definite that the occurrence of head injuries decreases   un- 
der conditions of vertical craah force. This suggestion was statistically 
tested (Af>°evD/x 3>   tests •»!> and H6) and it was fo<md thM injuries   0r   the 
head,    including   danger ous - to- I i fa   head   injuries,    are   significantly   decreased 

when    the   d irec t i on   of  crash   force   is   pr inc i pa 11y   verticil.    Th'S, the converse 

is also true: head   injuries   ere   increased   when   the   direction   of   crash   force 
is   pr i ncipa 11 y   longitudina I, and we find valid statistical evidence demonstra- 
ting that direction of crash force is a significant factor in the production 
of injury. It is therefore desirable to observe whether direction of crash 
force has any association with serious   and  critical   injuries of the head and 
body. Table IX shows the nuaber of survivors in each direction of force group 
sustaining these dangerous-to-IIfe injuries. 
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Percentages   of   Survivor-Injury   According   to 

Principal   Directions   of   Crash   Force 

SURVIVORS   in   'Longitudinal   Force"   Cl</.yc;>^MMm^BM 

3'JRV IVORS   <n  'vertical   force*   CRASHES «I».»#XM^I»^>J 

BOOY 
AREA 

© 

© 
2 

TYPE   OF   INJURY 

ANY   INJURY  OF   THE   NCCK 
(CERVICAL SPINE   INJURIES 

INCLUDED ! 

INJURIES  or   "NE   NECK WITHOUT 
CERVICAL    SPINE    INJURIES 

ANY  SPINE   INJURY 
(CERVICAL.   OORSAL.   LUMRAR1 

ANY DANGEROUS-TO-LIFE  SPTNE   IN- 
JURY   (CERVICAL.   DORSAL.   LUMBAR) 

ANY   INJURY  OF  THE  CEFT V ICAI SM N: 

ANY   INJURY   OF   THE   :ORSAL   SPINE 

ANY   INJURY   OF   THE   LUMBAR  SPINE 

ANY   INJURY  or UPPER  TORSO 
UORSAL SPINE   INJURICS INCLUDED) 

INJURIES  OF  OORSAL S>>INE  OMLY 
(NO OTHER UPPER  TORSO  INJURIES) 

INJURICS  OP DORSAL SPINE VITH 
OTHER UPPER TORSO  INJURIES 

INJURIES  or UPI>ER  TORSO RITHOUT 
OORSAL   SPINE     INJURIES 

INTRA .THORACIC    INJURIES 

ANY   INJURY  or   LOVER  TORSO 
(LUMBAR   SPINE     INJURIES   INCLUDED) 

INJURIES    OP    LUMBAR   SPINE    ONLY 
(NO   OTHER   LOVER   TORSO    INJURIES) 

INJURIES   or  LUMBAR SPINE VITH 
OTHER    LOVER    TORSO    tnJuftlES 

INJURIES  or  LOVER  TORSO VITHOUT 
LUMBAR    SPINE     INJURIES 

INTRA-AROOMINAL    INJURIES 

PERCENTAGE  OF  SURVIVORS    INJURED 

(6.4%) 
(5.2*) 

(3.8**) 
(2.6%) 

(6.7%) 

(3.3%) 

12 .6%) 
«"• (1.7%) 

(  .9%; 
»w^«»-'       (9.5%) 
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TABLE     IX 

The  Occurrence of Serious end Critical   Injuries of  the Head and  Body 
in Relation to Principal Directions of CrasN Force 

NUMBER   OF  SURVIVORS W;THOUT 
Scft i cms   Oft   Cft 1 TICA L 

HEAD  AND  BODY   INJURIES 

*t TH 
SERIOUS    0'-   CRITICAL 

HEAD   AND   BODY   INJUIIEI 

TOTAL NUMAER 
OF 

SUAV1VOftS 

IN    'LOM6I TUO IMAL 
FOUCI*    CRASHES 430 150      (25.9%) 580 

IN    'VERTICAL    FOftCE* 
CRASHES 5' 59      (50.9%) 1 16 

TOTAL 487 209 696 

1 

% 
•••• 

\ 
I 

It will be observed that 150 out of 580 (25.9%) of the survivors in 
crashes Involving longitudinal force sustained serious and critical injuries; 
59 out of 116 (50.9%) of the survivors in crashes involving vertical force 
sustained serious and critical injuries. This increase of 25% clearly suggests 
that serious and critical head and body injuries are increased when the crash 
force is principally vertical. The Chi-squsre test {APPENDIX 3,   test '!?) proves 
that serious   and  critical   injuries   of   the   head  and  body  are   AHOCia ted  with 
and   increased by  er inc ipa Ily   vertical   crash   force.   This finding aust be viewed 
with sows caution: it should not be interpreted to aean that "vertical force" 
crashes as a class are aore dangerous than "longitudinal force" crashes. A 
large nuaier of 'vertical force" crashes are so ainor in nature that no inju- 
ries are sustained - so that these crashes are not reported to CI It for inclu- 
sion in accident-injury studies. 

As the statistical evidence deaonstrates that "vertical force" is a 
distinct factor in endangering the body in crashes, it would be desirable to 
determine which specific classes of injury are associated with this force. 
Figure 10 shows the percentages of survivors sustaining varying categories of 
torso, neck and apine injuries when crash forces acted in a principally verti- 
cal or In a principally longitudinal direction. 

I 
•I 
- 

Khan  the differences   in  frequency  of   injury  are  analyzed   (tests  18-6*), 
it   it)   found   that   vertically  acting   forca   is   a  significant   factor  relative   to 
certain  categories   of injury;   the  occurrence  of   the   following   injuries  was 
found   to   increase   in   the   presence   of   principally  vertical   crash   forces: 

1. Oangerous-to-life   injuries   of   the 
spine  as  a   unit; 

2. All  types   of   luabar spine   injuries; 

3. All  types  of dorsal  spine   injuries; 

1.      Intra-abdoainaI   injuries. 

£ 

- 
I 
i 
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The importance of these statistical findings on direction of crash 
force as a factor in the occurrence of injury cannot be overeat lasted. The 
findings strongly suggest a need for developing structures which will absorb 
and cushion vertically acting crash forces. This Might be achieved through de- 
sign of landing gear (with energy-absorbing rather than abrupt collapse cha- 
racteristics) integrated with improved design of energy absorbing structures 
in the hull, floor and seats. Efforts in this direction could effectively re- 
duce exposure to injuries of the dorsal and lumbar spines, as well as the 
chances of sustaining intra-abdoainal injuries. 
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SECTION     III 

SUMMARY   AND   RECOMMENDATIONS 

The   concept   that   lap-type   safety   belts   used   in  civil   aircraft   are 
dangerous   and   frequently   cause   injuries   is   not   supported   by   the   results   of 
this   statistical   study.   A  consistent,   coherent   and   logical   body  of   evidonce   - 
drawn   from  statistical   analyses   of  accident   and   injury  data   from severe   but 
survivable   li^htplane   crashes   -  shows   that   (I)   safety   belts   are  a  very   infre- 
quent   cause   of   'njury   and   are   not   "dangerous";    (2)   safety   beits   provide   pro- 
tection   for   the   body   in   crashes,   and   (3)    injuries  which  nay   have  seemed   di- 
rectly   related   to safety   belts   actually   are   determined   by   other   factors   such 
as   failure   of   safety   belt   installations   and   "vertically  acting"   crash   forces. 
These  conclusions   are   based   on  the   following   major   findings: 

1. Nearly   82J   of   torso   injuries   are   not   caused   directly   by   the   safety 
belt.   Of   the   73   injuries  among   1000  survivors  which were  directly 
attributable   to  safety   belts,   64   -   8?jt  -  consisted   of   injuries   of 
a   minor   nature:   bruises,   contusions   or   tenderness   of   the   hips   and/ 
or  abdomen. 

2. Severe  snubbing   action   of  safety   belts   -  as   evidenced   by   80   in- 
stances   of   bruises,   contusions   or   tenderness   of   hips   and/or  abdo- 
men   -  does   not  correlate  significantly with   the   occurrence   of intra- 
aodoainal   injuries   or   lumbar  spine   injuries.   However,   these   two 
types   of   injury  are   related   to each  other,   for   the   occurrence   of 
intra-abdomina1    injuries   is  associated  with  and   increased   by   the 
occurrence   of   lumbar  spine   injuries. 

3. Serious  and  critical    (dangerous-to-I ift)    injuries   of   the   lower 
torso   -   intra-abdominaI   injuries   and  compression   fractures   of   the 
first   two   lumbar  vertebrae   - are   related  either  to  objects,   struc- 
tures   or   the   trar.smittal   of   vertically  acting   forces,   rather  than 
to the  safety  belt. 

4. The   frequency  of   injury   to  the  neck,   torso and   spine   is   similar 
when   safety   belts  are   used   or  are   not   used,   whereas   the   frequency 
of  all   degrees   of  head   injuries   -   including dangerous-to-1ife   head 
injuries   -   is   associated  with  and   increased   by   non-use  of  safety 
belts.   Non-use   of   safety   belts   also  significantly   increases   the 
chances   of  susta ining  any  serious   or  critical    (dangerous-to-life) 
injury  of   the   head   or   body. 

5. Injuries   of   the   upper   and   the   lower   torso are  associated  with   and 
increased   by   failure   of   safety   belt   installations. 

6. Injuries   of   the   lumbar  spine  and   intra-abdomina1   injuries   are   as- 
sociated  with  and   increased   by   failure   of  safety  belt   installations. 
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7. Belt installation failures Increase the occurrence of t)i ty--i of 
heed damage, including serious and critical degrees of damage. 

8. The chances of sustaining any se.'ious or critical (dangarous-to- 
life  injury of the htad or body are increased significantly when 
safety beit in=it 1lat lona fail- 

9. Head injuries, although decreaeed by the use of safety belts, are 
aignifleant 1y associated with and increased by principally "longi- 
tudinal" crash forces. 

10. Serious and critical (dangerous-to-life) injuries of the head and 
body are associated with and increased by principally "vertical" 
crash forces. Principally "vertical" crash forces are a significant 
factor in the production of dangerous-to-1Ife spine injuries, all 
types of dorsal and lumbar spine damagos, and intra-abdominal inju- 

r les. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

i. Provide safety belt installations (webbing, hardware, carry-through and 
anchorage points) which will hold occupants in place under conditions of 
crash force which leave cockpit and cabin structures reasonably intact. 

2. For mcreaseJ protection in aircraft crashes, passengers should wear their 

safety bolts. 

3. Shoulder harness should be worn to prevent forcible contact of the head an: 
upper torso with structures or objects having dangerous injury potentials. 

<t. Engineering effort should be applied to designing landing gear, fuselage, 
floor and seat structures to progressively absorb vertically acting crash 
force. 

Decelerations in Many I ightplane accidents studied by Crr.sh injury 
Research loaded standard 2-inch safety belts up to - and beyond - their ulti- 
mate design strength. Decelerations of 20 to 30g were coaputed from impact vel- 
ocities and stopping distances of the aircraft. Twenty-two percent of safety 
belts (the majority with a loop-holding capacity of 2000 lbs.) failed; nine- 
tenths of one percent of survivors sustained dangerous inju. ies froa the snub- 
bing action of safety belts. The severity of such crash decelerations, and the 
low frequency of safety-belt injuries, suggest that the conclusions in this re- 
port are applicable to similar safety belts under conditions of severe crash 
deceleration in large transport type aircraft. 

ClR's coaputations of the aagnitude of crash decelerations in small 
planes have been confiraed unofficially by preliminary data froa controlled 
crash tests of lightplanes conducted by the National advisory Coaaittee for 

Aeronautics, in these NACA tests, aean decelerations of 25g occurred for .05 
seconds, with peak loads between 30 and 35g for .02 seconds. 
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APPENDIX   I 

THE   SCOPE   OF   THE  STUDY   AND   THE   SELECTION   OF   CASES 

I. Sources of Crash Injury Research Data 

Accident data used in this at'.'dy were extracted from accident re- 
ports completed and forwarded to Crash Injury Research by accident investi- 
gators of the Civil Aeronautics Board, State Aeronautics Com* i as i <>..» and State 
Police organizations. Completed CIR aceident-in jury reports include photo- 
graphs of general wreckage, the crash scene, cockpit and cabin interiors, 
seats, seat attachments, control wheels and other objects which may have 
caused injury. Hedical data is based on reports by physicians and medical of- 
ficers having charge of injured persons. These CIR medical reports request 
specific statements with respect to bruises of the hips and abdomen from safe- 
ty belts, evidence of internal injuries (abdominal and thoracic), chest inju- 
ries caused by control wheels, and periods o* unconsciousness with related 
evidence of concussion. 

2.  General Nature of the Accidents Supplying Data 

The crashes furnishing material for this study occurred in civilian 
and surplus military aircraft having * gross weight of 1000 to 3500 pounds. 
The accidents for the most part represent run-of-the-mill survivtbl*  crashes 
in private flying with impact velocities ranging up to IOC mph. Included are 
stall-spin accidents, vertical or high-angle collisions with the ground, im- 
pact with the ground following collisions with trees or high tension wires, 
cartwheeling accidents, low-angle accidents such as flying into snow covered 
grou'.d, belly landings, and other accidents incident to take-off, flight and 
1 and ing. 

Impact velocities and stopping distances in hundreds of severe 
lightplane crashes analyzed by Crash Injury Research suggested that survivors 
had been exposed to average decelerations in the order of 25g. Preliminary 
data from three controlled lightplane crash tests conducted by the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics apparently substantiate Crash Injury Re- 
search computations:  these NACA data indicate that SO mph spin-stall type 
crashes of lightplanes produced decelerations in the order of 25 to 30g for 
approximately .05 seconds with rates of onset up to IG00g per second -without 
extensive collapse of cabin structures. 

3. Elimination of Data Not Pertinent to the Study 

Eliminations were made from case records on 1258 persons in CIR 
files. These eliminations were made as follows: 

Fatalities:  Records on persons killed in accidents were omitted from the study 
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since complete autopsies are raraly performed on civilians who are killed 
in,  or die shortly after,  aircraft accidents.  Consequently,  the validity of 
post-mortem data on fatally  injured persons  is often in doubt,   particularly 
with regard to  injuries of the spine,  brain  lesions,  and other  internal 
damage. 

"Minor" and  "Extreme" Accidents:     Records on persons  involved   in accidents classi- 
fied by CIR as "Minor" or "extreme"   in nature were eliminated.   Accidents 
termed "minor" are such that there   is virtually no dasiage to the aircraft 
and the degree of force  involved   is relatively negligible.  Usually  in 
"•inor" accidents there  is no significant exposure to  injury.  Accidents on 
the other end of the accident-severity scale - "extreme" accident* - often 
are so severe as to  involve virtual  disintegration of both aircraft and 
occupants,  so that data is not useful  for studying causes of  injury.  The 
cases regaining for study consisted,  therefore, of "survivable" accidents - 
ranging  in severity froa "moderate" to "extremely severe" -  in which cock- 
pit or cabin structures  retained substantially  intact. 

Inadequate Evidence:    Elimination of cases was made when safety belts had been 
burned,  or when other evidence which aight be helpful   in determining  injury 
causes was destroyed.  Also,  cases which were not completely reported, either 
in accident or medical details, were el iainated. 

The   above   eliainations   left   1061 cases   of  survivors   for  study.   Froa 
these  were  eliainated   the   records   of   25  survivors   in  whose  cases   it  was  un- 
certain  whether  or  not   belts   had   been  worn,   or where   shoulder  harness   had been 
used. 

The  actual   cases   retained   for   study   were   1039   in  nuaber.   The   1039  sur- 
vivors  were   involved   in   670 crashes,   and   of   these   1039  survivors   1000  had used 
their   safety   belts,   and   39  had   not. 

For  convenience   in   tallying,   the   1039 case   records  were  divided   into 
four  alaoat  equal   saaple  groups.   The   aethod   used   in  establishing   these   sam- 
ple   groups  was   identical   with   that   prescribed   by   statisticians   for   ClR's   re- 
port   "The  Site,   Frequency  and   Oangerousness   of   Injury  Sustained   by   800   Survi- 
vors   of   Lightplane   Accidents".   The   1039 cards   representing   1039  survivors were 
sorted   into   10  piles,   each  of  which   represented   the   final   digit  of   the  assigned 
case   nuaber.   These   10  piles  were   then  dealt   out   in   sequence   into  four  approxi- 
mately   equal   groups.   During   the   course   of   the   study,   when   various   tallies   Mere 
aade,    it  was   found   -   as   had   been   expected   froa  experience  with  the   above-neaed 
report  -   that  each   of   the   four   saaples   in   aany   respects   reseabled   one  another. 
There   is  soae  suggestion   that  data  such   as   that   explored   in   this   report  aight 
in  the   future  be  based   on  one  saall   saaple which   is   representative  of  the   lar- 
ger  group   of  cases   on   file. 
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APPENDIX    2 

INJURY     DATA 

I.   All   Oegreei   of   Body   Injury 

HEAD 

NUMBER   OF   SURVIVORS   WITH: 1000   USERS 
OF   BELTS 

39 NON -USERS 
OF  BELTS 

TOTAL 
SURVIVORS 

ANY   INJURY   INVOLVING   THE   HEAD 7 97 34 831 

NECK 
ANY   INJURY   or   THE   NECK   (CEPV.SPINE   INJ.    INCLUDED) 

INJURIES  OF   THE  NECK WITHOUT  CERVICAL SPINE   INJURY 

60 

36 

3 

2   • 

63 

38 

UPPER 
TORSO 

ANY   INJURY  OF   THE   UPPER   TORSO   IOORS. SPINE   INJ . INCLUDED) 

INJURTT?   O" DORSAL SPINE  ONLY   (NO OTHER U . TORS . IN J'J R 1 E S ) 

INJURIES  OF  DORSAL SPIWE  WITH  OTHER U.TORSO   INJURIES 

INJURIES  OF U»«ER  TORSO WITHOUT DORSAL SPINF   INJURIFS 

200 

23 

6 

171 

6 

1 

1 

4 

206 

24 

7 

17S 

LOWER 
TORSO 

ANY   INJURY  OF   THE   LOWER   IO»<O   (LUH».SPINE   INJ.   INCLUDED) 

INJURIES  OF   LUMBAR SPINE   ONLY   (NOOTHER L.TORSO   INJURIES) 

INJURIES  OF  LUMBAR  SPINE  WITH  OTHER  L.TORSO  INJURIES 

INJURIES  OF  LOWER  TORSO WITHOUT  LUMBAR SPINE   INJURIES 

240 

95 

21 

124 

B 

1 

1 

6 

248 

96 

22 

130 

EXTREMIT. ANY   INJURY   INVOLVING  1   OR  MORE   or   THE ARMS   OR  LEGS S90 24 614 

SPINE 

ANY  SPINE   INJURY   (CERVICAL,   DORSAL  OR  LUMBAR 

ANY   INJURY   OF   THE   LUMRAR  SPINE 

ANY   INJURY  OF   THE   00RSAL  SPINE 

ANY   INJURY  OF  THE  CERVICAL SPINE 

160 

116 

29 

24 

4 

2 

2 

1 

164 

118 

31 

25 

2.   Dangerous Degrees of Body Injury 

HEAD 

NUMBER   Of  SURVIVORS  WITH: 1000  USERS 
OF  BELTS 

39  NON-USERS 
OF    BELTS 

TOTAL 
SURVIVORS 

DANGEROUS  HEAO   INJURIES   (SKULL  • HAL TUI»ES . BRA IN   LESION;. 153 16 169 

UPPER 
TORSO 

INTRA . THORACIC    INJURIES 22 0 22 

LOWER 
TORSO 

INTRA .A ROOM INAL     INJURIES 33 1 34 

SPINE ANY OANGEROUS  SPINE   INJURY 100 2 102 

ENTIRE 
BODY 

ANY  DANGEROUS   INJURY   IN  ANY  VITAL   BODY AREA 285 21 306 
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APPENCIX    2 

(cont inued) 

3.  Cause* of  Lower Torso Injury Aaong  1000 Belt-Users 

NUMBER  OF  SURVIVORS  #ITM: 

INJURY  CAUSED   BY 

BELT 

CONTACT WITH 
OSJECT    OR    tV 
TRANSMITTAL 

or   FORCE 

UNKNOWN TOTAL 

AMY   INJURY  or   THE   iwt>  TORSO   (L.S P . INJ . INCLUOCO ) 

INJURIES    Of    THE    LUMSAR   SPINE    ONLY    (NO    OTHER    INJURY) 

INJURIES   or  THE  LUMRAR SPINE  a I TH   OTHER  L.TORSO   'NJ. 

INJURIES   or   LOWER  TORSO WITHOUT  LUMR.SPINE   INJURIES 

INJURIES  TO THE   SUTTOCXS.   PERINEUM,   SENITALIA 

INJURIES   TO THE   PELVIC  BONES  AND/OR ARTICULATIONS 

EXTERNAL   INJURY,   HIPS  ANO/OR ABDOMEN 

INTRA .A IOOMINAL   INJURY 

73 

0 

8 

65 

0 

0 

64 

3 

160 

95 

II 

54 

27 

30 

15 

24 

7 

0 

2 

5 

0 

0 

1 

6 

240 

95 

21 

124 

27 

30 

80 

33 

?9 
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APPENDIX  3 

STATISTICAL  TESTS 

The anatyaas used  in this study arc baaed en Chi-equare teata1.   Repeated Chi- 
aquare teata on the sane data nual be viewed with IOM caution.  Since the aignif icance level 
uaed hare would  lead to errors once   in 20 tinea under the Null Hypothesis,  and aince thee 
are 6<t Chi-aquarea uaed, a few of the aignif icant reaults night be misleading.  However,  a 
notable feature of the data for this  report   is the consistent,   logical  and coherent pattern 
of evidence.   Because of thia pattern,  the whole of the Chi-»quare evidence  ia stronger than 
its  individual  parts. 

Tests   I and 2 

SEVERE SNUBBING ACTION 
OF SAFETY BELTS 

Teat i 

The Occurrence of  Intra-Abdoainal   Injury in 
Relation to Severe Snubbing Action  By Safety Belts 

NUMBER   OF  SURVIVORS WlTHOUT 
IMTRA -ABDOMINAL 

INJURY 

WITH 
INTRA .A SDOM1MAL 

INJURY 

TOTAL NUMBER 
or SURVIVORS USING 

SAFETY    BELTS 

WITHOUT   EVIDENCE   or 
SEVERE   SNUBBING ACTION 
BY   BELTS 891 29      (3.2%) 920 

WITH EVIDENCE OF 
SEVERE SNUBBING 
ACTION   BY  BELTS 76 (S.0%) 80 

TOTAL 967 33 1000 

OiFFERCNCE    + t.8% 
CHI.SQUARE .34 
P.VALUE .56 

Test 2 

The Occurrence of Luefcar Spine  Injury  in 
Relation to Severe Snubbing Action by Safety Belts 

NUMBER  OF   SURVIVORS 
« I THOUT 

LUMBAR  SPINE   INJURY 
• I TH 

LUMBAR SPINE INJURY 

TOTAL NUMBER 
or SURVIVORS USIN; 

SAFETY BELTS 

WITHOUT    FVIDENCE     0F 
Stvikt   SNUBBING 

AC II ON   tv  BELTS 811 109      (11.8%) 920 

•ITH EVIDENCE  OF 
SEVERE  SNUBBING 
ACTION  av  BELTS 73 (   8.8%) 80 

TOTAL 884 116 

OIFFERENCE      -   3.0% 
CM I -SQUARE .397 
P-VALUE .53 

VATIS'S    CORRECTION    FOR   CONTINUITY   WAS    USED    IN   ALL   CMI.SOUARE    CALCULATIONS. 

30 
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Test 3 

The Occurrence of Lumbar Spine  Injury  in 
Relation to the Occurrence of  Intra-Abdoainat   Injury 

NUMBER   OF   SURVIVORS 
WI THOUT 

LUMRAR   SUM     INJURY 
a I TN 

LUUOAR   SUHt     INJURY 

TOTAL NUMRER 
or   SURVIVORS   USIN8 

SAFETY  BELT* 

WITHOUT  INTRA-ARDOMI 
NAL   INJURY 662 IOS     (10.9%) 967 

WITH   INTRA .ARDOM INAL 
INJURY 

TOTAL 

22 

884 

II       (33.3%) 

116 

33 

1000 

DIFFERENCE       +•     22.4% 
CMI-SOUARI 13.76 
P.VALUE < .001 

Test <4 

The Occurrence of Dangerous Lower 
Torso  Injury  in Relationship to 

"Belt-Cause" and "Non-Belt-Cause' 

NUMBER   OF  SURVIVORS 
•ITH  NO DANGEROUS 

LOWER  TORSO   INJURY 
• ITH CANCEROUS 

LOWER TORSO   INJURY 

TOTAL 
NUMRER   OF 
SURVIVORS 

•ITH   INJURIES  CAUSED 
*Y   THE   BELT 64 9      (12.3%) 73 

•ITH   INJURIES  CAUSED 
RY   OtJECTS    AND 
STRUCTURES    OR    RY 
TRANSHITTAL  OF  FORCE 

TOTAL 

72 

136 

68       (55.0%) 

97 

160 

233 

DIFFERENCE    •    42.7% 
CHI.SOUARE 36.006 
P. VALUE < .001 
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T*tts 6 - 2H 

RELATIONShIP BETWEEN THE OCCURRENCE OF  INJURY AND THE USE OR NON-USE OF SAFETY BELTS 

Test 5 

Any Injury of the Lower Torso, Luaber 
Spins Injuries Included 

NUMBER   OF  SURVIVORS WITHOUT 
LOWED   io*$o   INJURY 

• I TM 
Lowe*  TORSO   INJURY 

TOTAL NUURER 
OF SURVIVORS 

USINS  BCLTS 

NOT USING  BCLTS 

TOTAL 

76C 

31 

791 

240     (24.0*) 

S      (20.5%) 

248 

1000 

39 

1039 

DIFFERENCE    - 3.5* 
CM I-sou*RE .095 
P-VALUC .75 

Test 6 

Injuries of the Luaber Spins Only 
(no other lower torso injuries) 

NUMBER  OF  SURVIVORS W ITM   NO W 1 TM 
LUMBAR   Sr-INE    INJURY LUMBAR   SRINE     •NJURY 

TOTAL NUHICR 
OF SURVIVORS 

USING  BELTS 

NOT USINC  BELTS 

TOTAL 

905 

30 

943 

95     (9.5*) 

I      (2.6*) 

96 

1006 

39 

1039 

DIFFERENCE    - 6.9% 
CHI-SOUARE        1.68 
P-VALUE .19 

Test 7 
Injuries of the Luabtr Spine With 

Other Lower Torso Injuries 

NUMBER  Of  SURVIVORS 

USINC BELTS 

NOT USINS BELTS 

TOTAL 

W ITMOUT 
LUMtAR SPINE INJURY LUMBAR 

WITH 
SRINE   INJURY 

TOTAL NUMBER 
OF SURVIVORS 

97 9 21 (2.1%) 1000 

38 1 (2.6*) 39 

1017 22 103 9 

DIFFERENCE    +•    .5* 
CMI-SOUARE o 
P- VALUE I .0 

32 
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NUMBER  OF  SURVIVORS 

UttM« BELTS 

NOT USING  BELT* 

TOTAL 

Ttst 8 

Injuries of the Lower Torto Without 
Lumber Spine  Injuries 

WITHOUT WITH 
LOVE* TORSO INJURY      LOWE* TORSO INJURY 

871 

33 

909 

124  (12.4%) 

«  (15.4%) 

130 

DIFFERENCE  • 3.0% 
CHI.SQUARE    .12 
P-VALUE .73 

TOTAL NUMBER 
OF SURVIVORS 

1000 

39 

103 9 

NUMBER  OF  SURVIVORS 

USINC BELTS 

NOT us INS BELTS 

TOTAL 

Test 9 

Intre-Abdominal   Injuries 

WITHOUT WITH 
INTRA .ABDOMINAL    INJURY     ! H TRA - A SO OM INA L    INJURY 

967 

38 

1005 

33      (3.3%) 

I       (2.6%) 

34 

DIFFERENCE     -    .7% 
CHI-SQUARE 0 
P.VALUF | .0 

TOTAL NUMBER 
OF SURVIVORS 

1000 

39 

1039 

Test  10 
Any  Injury of the Upper Torso,  Dorsal 

Spine  Injuries  Included 

NUMBER  OF  SURVIVORS 

U< INS   RFI TS 

NOT US IN«  BELTS 

TOTAL 

WITHOUT W i TM TOTAL NUMBER 
UPPER TORSO INJURY UPPER TORSO  INJURY OF SURVIVORS 

780 220 (22.0%) 1000 

33 6 (15.4*) 39 

813 226 1039 

DIFFERENCE       -  6 .6% 
CMI-SOUARE .68 
P.VALUE .41 
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NUMBfo  OF   SU3VIVORS 

us IMC BELTS 

NOT USING   BELTS 

TOTAL 

NUMBER   OF   SURVIVORS 

USING  BELT1 

NOT US INS B«LTS 

TOTAL 

Test II 

Injuries of the Dorsal Spine Only 
(no other Upper Torso injuries) 

• I TMOUT • I TH 
DORSAL SMNC   INJURY        DORSAL SMNC   INJURY 

877 

36 

915 

23      (2.3%) 

I       (2.6%) 

24 

DIFFERENCE  + ,j% 
CHI.SQUARE     0 
P-VALUE 1.0 

Test 12 

Injuries of the Dorsal Spine Mith 
Other Upper Torso Injuries 

• I THOUT a ITH 
DORSAL SPINE INJURY   DORSAL SPINE INJURY 

994 

36 

1032 

6 ( .6%) 

1 (2.6%) 

7 

DIFFERENCE    4-2.0% 
CMI-SOUARE .22 
P-VALUE .64 

TOTAL NUMIER 
OF  SURVIVORS 

1000 

39 

103 9 

TOTAL NUMBER 
OF SURVIVORS 

1000 

39 

103 9 

NUMBER   OF   SURVIVORS 

usmc BELTS 

Not  USINC  BELTS 

TOTJL 

Test  13 

Injuries of the Upper Torso Without 

Dtrst,!  Spine  Injuries 

• I TMOUT WITH 
URRER  TORSO   INJURY URREI   TORSO   INJURY 

82 9 

35 

864 

171   (17.1%) 

4  (10.3%) 

175 

DIFFERENCE - 6.6% 
CM I .SQUARE .65 
P- VALUE .36 

TOTAL NUMSCR 
OF SURVIVORS 

1000 

39 

103 9 
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NUMBER   OF   SURVIVORS 

us ING BELTS 

NOT ys INe BELTS 

TOTAL 

Test   l« 

Intra-Thoracic   Injuries 

• I TMOUT • | TH 
I NT* A .THORACIC    INJURY       INTRA-THORACIC    INJURY 

97 8 

39 

101 I 

22       (2.2%) 

0      (   0%   ) 

22 

TOTAL NUMRCR 
OF  SURVIVORS 

1000 

39 

103 9 

DIFFERENCE    -  2.2% 
CHI.SQUARE .12 
P.VALUE .73 

NUMBtR   OF   SURVIVORS 

Test  15 

Any  Injury of the Neck   (Cervical 

Spine  Injuries  Included) 

• I THOU T 

NECK   INJURY 
> I TH 

NECK   INJURY 
TOTAL  NUMICH 
OF  SURVIVORS 

USING BELTS 

NOT US ING BELTS 

TOTAL 

940 

36 

976 

60      (6.0%) 

3      (7.7%) 

63 

1000 

39 

1039 

DIFFERENCE       +   1  .7% 
CHI -SOUARE .03 
P-VALUE .86 

NUMBER   OF   SURVIVORS 

Injuries of the Neck Without 

Cervical Spine Injuries 

• I THOU T 

NECK  INJURY 
• I TH 

NECK INJURY 
TOTAL NUMRER 
OF   SURVIVORS 

USING  BELT 

NOT usING  BELTS 

TOTAL 

964 

37 

I 001 

36      (3  6%) 

2      15.1*) 

38 

1000 

39 

103 9 

OlFFERENCE       +1.5% 
Ol-SOUARC .004 
P-VALUE >      .92 
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Tt»t 17 

Any Spine   Injuiy   (Cervical,   Dorsal  or  Lumbar) 

NUMBER   OF   SURVIVORS                               WITHOUT a | TH                                        TOTAL  NU«II» 
SPINE   INJURY SPINE   INJURY                          of   SURVIVORS 

'.'    ING   BELTS                                                         840 ICO      (IS.0%)                                          1000 

NOT USING  BELTS                                           35 4     {10.3%)                                          39 

TOTAL                                    e?5 164                                                                 103 9 

D IFFE RENCE -  5.7% 
CHI-SOUHHE .52 
P-VALUE .47 

Test 18 

Dangerous-to-life Spine   Injuries 

NUMBER OF SURVIVORS WITHOUT WITH TOTAL NUMBER 
DANGEROUS  SPINE   INJUR>   DANGEROUS   SPINE   INJURY or  SURVIVORS 

USING  BELTS 900 i 00      <i0.0%) J OOO 

NOT USING  BELTS 37 2      (   5.1%) 39 

TOTAL 937 102 103 9 

DIFFERENCE      -    4.9% 
CH I .SOUARE .53 
P-VALUE .47 

Test 19 

Any   Injuries of the  lumbar Spine 

NUMBER   OF   SURVIVCHS WITHOUT • I TH TOTAL   NUMBER 
LUMBAR  SPINE    INJURY LUMBAR SPINE   INJURY OF  SURVIVORS 

USING   BELTS 684 116       (11.6%) 1000 

NOT USING  BELTS 37 2      (   5.1%) 39 

TOTAL 921 118 1039 

D IFFERENCE -6.5% 
CH I -SOUARE .95 
P-VALUE .33 
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T?st 20 

Any   Injurie* of the Dorsal Spine 

NUMBER   OF  SURVIVORS IITHOUT WITH TOTAL  NUMBER 
DORSAL SPINE   INJURY DORSAL SPINE   INJURY OF  SURVIVORS 

USING BELTS 971 H     (2.9%) i 000 

N01   l'«t|NG   BELTS 37 2       (5.1*) 39 

TOTAL 1008 31 103 9 

DIFFERENCE + 2 .2% 
CMI.SOUARE .085 
P-VALUE .76 

Test 21 

Any Injuries of the Cervical Spine 

NUMBER  OF  SURVIVORS WITHOUT WITH TOTAL   NUMBER 
CFRVICAL SPINE   INJURY      CERVICAL  SPINE   INJURY OF  SURVIVORS 

USING   BELTS 976 2 4      (2.4%) lOOO 

NOT  USINC  BELTS 38 I      (2.5%) 39 

TOTAL 1014 2 5 1039 

DIFFERENCE     +     .1% 
CHI.SQUARE 0 
P-VALUE 1.0 

NUMBER  OF  SURVIVORS WITHOUT WITH TOTAL  NUMSER 
OF   SURVIVORS 

Test 22 

Any njury of the Head 

W 1 THOUT W ITH 

HEAD INJURY HEAD INJURY 

618 382  (38.2%) 

6 33  (8-4.6!t) 

624 415 

USING   BELTS                                                             618 382       (38.2%)                                             1000 

NOT  USING   BCLTS                                                       6 33       (8<i.oH)                                                  39 

TOTAL                                      624 415                                                                     1039 

DIFFERENCE + 46 .4% 
CH I .SQUARE 31 .8 
P-VALUt <         .001 

37 
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Test 23 

Oangeroua-To-Life Head  Injuriaa 

NUMBER  OF  SURVIVORS 

USING BELTS 

NOT US IN6 BCLTS 

TOTAL 

HI THOU"   OANOCROUS 
MI*0   !*JURY 

847 

23 

870 

• 1 TM   OANSCROUS TOTAL Numn 
f.t-D     INJURY Of   Guft vtwons 

153      (15.3%) 1000 

16      (45.0%) 39 

169 1039 

DIFFERENT      +  25.7% 
CMI.SQUANI. 16.68 
P-VALUE .• .001 

Test 2¥ 

Serious and Critical   (Dangerous-To-Lift) 
Injuries of the Head and Body 

NUMBER  OF SURVIVORS WITHOUT WITH 
SERIOUS   OR CRITICAL SERIOUS  OR CRITICAL 

HEAD  ANC  BODY   INJURU* HCAO  AND  BODY   INJURIES 

TOTAL 
NUMSER  OF 
SURVIVwRS 

USIN6    BCLTS 

NOT   US INO   BCLTS 

TOTAL 

715 

18 

733 

285  (28.5%) 

21  (53.8%) 

306 

1000 

39 

01 FFCRENCC       +  25.3% 
CHI-SOUARE 10.5 
P- VALUE {        .001 
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To»t» 25 - W 
RELAI10MSHIP BETWEEN THE OCCURRENCE OF  INJURY AND FAILURE  OF SAFETY PELT  INSTALLATIONS 

Test 25 

Any  Injury of the Lower Torso,   Lumbar Spine 
Injuries   Included 

NUMBER   OF   SURVIVORS WITMOUT 
LOVER  TORSO   INJURY 

W I TH 
LOVER  TORSO   INJURY 

TOTAL Njnyc- 
OF SURVIVORS 

• HOSE   BELT   INSTALL*- 
TION  REMAINED   INTACT 601 121       (16.8%) 722 

• NOSE   BELT   INSTALLA- 
TION  FA ILEO 

TOTAL 

118 

719 

103      (46.6%) 

224 

221 

943 

DIFFERENCE    + 29.8% 
CM I -SOUARF 81 .45 
P-VALUE ^      .001 

Test  26 

injuries of the  Usbar Spine Only 
{no other Lower Torso Injuries) 

NUMBER OF SURVIVORS WITHOUT • I TH 
LUMBAR SPINE INJURY    LUMBAR SPINE INJURY 

TOTAL NUMBER 
OF SURVIVORS 

• NOSE    BELT    INSTALLA- 
TION    REMAINED    INTACT 704 18      (2.5%) 722 

• HOSE   BELT   INSTALLA- 
TION   FA I LEO 

TOTAL 

146 

852 

73      (33.0%) 

91 

221 

943 

01 FFERENCE     + JO.5% 
CHI-SOUARE        177.1 
P-VALUC < .001 

Test 27 

Injuries of the  Lumbar Spine With 
Other Lower Torso  Injuries 

NUMBER   OF  SURVIVORS WITHOUT WITH 
LUMBAR  SPINE   INJURY LUMBAR  SPINE   INJURY 

TOTAL NUMBER 
SURV IVORS 

•HOSE   BELT   INSTALLA- 

TION   REMAINED    INTACT 716 6       (    .8%) 722 

• NOSE   BELT   INSTALLA. 
TION   FAILED 

TOTAL 

210 

926 

11       (4.9%) 

17 

221 

943 

DIFFERENCE      +     4.1% 
CHI-SOUARE 13.9 
P-VALUE <      .001 
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Test 28 

Injuries of the Lower Torts Without 
Lumbar Spine Injjries 

NUMBER  OF  SURVIVORS • I TMOt T 
Lowe*  TORSO  INJURY 

* ! TH 
LOWER  TORSO  INJURY 

TOTAL NUMRIR 
OF SURVIVORS 

WHOSE   BELT   INSTALLA- 
TION   REMAINED    INTACT 6 43 7 9     (10.9%) 722 

WHOSE    BELT    INSTALLA. 
TION    FA ILEP 

TOTAL 

104 

827 

37      (16.7*) 

116 

221 

943 

OirFERENCE      +   5.6% 
CH I .SOUARC 4.8 
P- VALUE .03 

Test 29 

Intra-Abdominal   Injuries 

NUMBER   OF  SURVIVORS WITHOUT WITH 
IK TRA -A NOMINAL   INJURY    INTRA-A ROOMINAL   INJURY 

TOTAL NUMBER 
OF SURVIVORS 

WHOSE  BELT   INSTALLA- 
TION  REMAINED   INTACT 707 IS    (2.1%) 722 

WHOSE  BELT  INSTALLA- 
TION  FA I LEO 

TOTAL 

209 

916 

12      (5.4%) 

27 

221 

943 

DIFFERENCE    + 3.3% 
CHI -SOUARE 5.67 
P-VALUE .02 

Test 30 

Any  Injury of the Upper Torso,  Dorsal 

Spine  Injuries   Included 

NUMBER   OF  SURVIVORS WITHOUT WITH 
UPPER  TORSO   INJURY UPPER  TORSO  INJURY 

TOTAL NUMRER 
OF SURVIVORS 

WHOSE  BELT   INSTALLA- 
TION    REMAINED    INTACT 6 94 128      (17.7%) 722 

WHOSE  BELT   INSTALLA. 
T I ON FA I LE 0 

TOTAL 

151 

7<5 

70      (31 .7%) 

198 

221 

943 

DIFFERENCE    4  14.4% 
CHI-SOUARE 33.21 
P-VALUE <      .001 

••0 



Tt.t SI 

InjuriM of the Dorsal  Spin* Only 
(no other Upper Toreo Injuries) 

NUMBER Or SURVIVORS IITHOUT • I TM 
DOMH SPINS   INJURY OOM«L SPINS   INJURY 

TOT* L Numt» 
or SURVIVORS 

• NOSI    BSLT    INSTALLA- 
TION    REMAINED    INTACT 7 07 IS     (2.1%) 722 

SMOSC    9CLT    INSTALL*' 
TIM    FAILKO 

TOTAL 

2IS 

923 

5      (2.3*1 

20 

221 

943 

OirrsRSRCc    +    .2% 
Cm-SQUARE 0 
P-VALUE I .0 

Test 32 

Injuries of ths Morsel  Spine Kith 
Other Upper Toreo Injuries 

NUMBER  OF SURVIVORS WITHOUT 
OORSAL   SPINE     INJURY 

eiTN 
DORSAL SPINS INJURY 

TOTAL NUMBER 
OF SURVIVORS 

• HOSE    BSLT    INSTALLA- 
TION    REMAINED    INTACT 717 5     C.7») 722 

•HOSE  BSLT  INSTALLA- 
TION FA I LSO 

TOTAL 

221 

S3 a 

o     (  Oft) 

s 

221 

•43 

DIFFERENCE 
CM I -SOUARE 
P-VA'.'J' 

.7» 

.45 

.SO 

Teat 33 

Injuries of the Upper Torsv Without 
Doraal Spine Injuries 

NUMBER  OF SURVIVORS » I TM OU T 
UPPCR TORSO INJURY 

WITH 
UPPCR TORSO INJURY 

TOTAL NUMSIR 
OF SURVIVORS 

• MOSC    BELT   INSTALLA- 
TION    SIM* INCO    INTACT • 14 10*      (15.0%) 722 

• NOSI    BSLT    INSTALLA- 
TION   FA I LID 

TOTAL 

19* 

770 

• S      (29.4%) 

173 

221 

•43 

DIFFERENCE     +   14.4% 
CMI-SOUASE 22.19 
P-VALUE <        .001 

•I 



r 
Teat 3* 

Intra-Thoraclc  Injuries 

NUMBER   OF  SURVIVORS WITHOUT WITH 
INTRA -TMORAC IC    INJURY i NTRA . TMORA C I C    INJURY 

TOTAL MUMIO 
OF SURVIVORS 

• NOSE    BCLT    IN'TALLA. 
TIOD    REMAINED    INTACT 712 :o    (i .4%, 722 

WHOSE  BCLT  INSTALLA- 
TION  FAILED 

TOTAL 

213 

92 5 

a    (3.6%) 

18 

221 

943 

DIFFERENCE       +   2.2% 
CM I-SQUARE 3.39 
P-VALUE .OS 

Teat 35 

Any  Injury of the Neck   (Cervical 
Spine  Injuries   Included) 

NUMBER   OF  SURVIVORS •ITHOUT 
NECK INJURY 

• IT* 
NECK INJURY 

TOTAL NUMSER 
OF SURVIVORS 

WHOSE  BELT  INSTALL*- 
TION  «EMA INEO   INTACT • as 37      (5.1%) 722 

WHOSE   BELT  INSTALLA- 
TION  FAILEO 

TOTAL 

203 

aaa 

18      (8.!%) 

55 

221 

943 

DIFFERENCE     *•  3.0% 
CNI.SOUARE 2.7* 
P. VALUE .13 

Teat 36 

injuries of the Heck Without 
Cervical Spine  injuries 

NUMBER   OF SURVIVORS W ITHOUT 
NECK   INJURY 

• I TH 
NECK  INJURY 

TOTAL NUMSER 
OF SURVIVORS 

•NOSE  BELT  INSTALLA- 
TION REMAINED   INTACT 6 97 25      (3.5%) 722 

• NOSE    BCLT    INSTALLA- 
TION   FAILED 

TOTAL 

211 

906 

10     (4.5%) 

35 

221 

943 

DIFFERENCE      4-   1 .0% 
CNI-SQUARE .28 
"-VALUE .60 

i*2 



I 

Teat 37 

Any Spine Injury (Cervical, Dorsal or Luabar) 

r 
•T 

I 

NUMBER  OF  SURVIVORS 

• NOSE   BEIT   INSTALLA- 
TION  Mtuiuro   INTACT 

• I TMOUT 
SPINE   INJURY 

610 

• ITN 
SMNE     INJURY 

112        (15.5*) 

TOTAL NUMMR 
OF SURVIVORS 

722 

• NO*E   BEtT    INSTALLA. 
TION FAILED 

TOTAL 

tea 

7 98 

33       (14. M] 

145 

221 

•43 

DIFFERENCE       -   .6% 
CMLSOUARE 0 
P-VALUE 1.0 

Teat 38 

Dangeroua-To-Life Spine  Injuries 

NUMBER   OF  SURVIVORS • ITHOUT WITH 

OANVEROUS  SPINF.   INJURY   DANCEROUS  SPINE   INJURY 
TOTAL NUMSER 
OF SURVIVORS 

•HOSE  BELT   INSTALLA- 
TION   REMAINED    INTACT 651 71      (S.8%) 722 

•HOSE  BELT  INSTAILA. 
TION  FAILED 

TOTAL 

2 00 

851 

21       (9.5%) 

92 

221 

943 

DIFFERENCE        -   .3% 
CHI-sou A »t .00006 
P. VALUE >   .93 

Teat 39 

Any Injury of the Luabar Spine 

NUMBER   OF   SURVIVORS • ITHOUT 
LUHSAR SPINE   INJURY 

• ITH 
LUMSAR SPINE   INJURY 

TOTAL NUMMR 
OF SURVIVORS 

•HOSE   BELT  INSTALLA- 
TION REMA INED   INTACT 63* 24      (   3.3*) 722 

• NOSE   BELT  INSTALLA- 
TION FA I LE D 

TOTAL 

197 

835 

64      (38.0%) 

108 

221 

943 

DIFFERENCE    +•   34.7% 
CHI-SOUARE 153.5 
P. VALUE < .001 

H3 



Tt«t 40 

Any  Injyry of the Oorsal Spin* 

NUMKR  OF  SURVIVORS WITHOUT 
DORSAL SMNC   INJURY 

WITH 
OORSAL SflHC    INJURY 

TOTAL NUMMR 
or SURVIVOR* 

• MOSt    BELT    IHST'tlA- 
TIO*    RCMA1MC0     INTACT 70* 20     (2.8*) 722 

•NOSI  BCLT   INSTALLA- 
TION  FAILED 

TOTAL 

21* 

»!• 

S      (2.3*1 

25 

221 

•43 

DirrtRtNCC 
CHI.SOUARC 
P. VALUE 

.9* 

.021 

.«• 

T««t 41 

Any Injury of the Cervical Spin* 

NUMBER  OF  SURVIVORS WITHOUT WITH 
CtaVICAL   SMNC     INJURY        ClRVtCAL   SPINC    INJURY 

TOTAL NUHSCR 
or SURVIVORS 

• NMI   HIT   INSTALLA. 
TIC*    RCBAIHK0    INTACT 710 12      (1.7*) 722 

•NOSC SILT  INSTALLA- 
TION FAILCO 

TOTAL 

213 

•23 

•     (3.6*) 

20 

221 

• 43 

DirrcatNCE    + I .•* 
CHI.SOUARC 2.24 
P. VALUE .14 

Test *2 

An/  Injury of the Need 

R  or SURVIVORS • I THOUT 
HCAO INJURY 

• ITH 
HCAO INJURY 

TOTAL NUNSCR 
or SURVIVORS 

• HOSC    KIT    INSTALLA. 
TION    MMA INCO    INTACT 170 552       (76.») 722 

•NOSC  BCLT  INSTALLA. 
TION  FAILCO 

TOTAL 

46 

IM 

US      (8i.2») 

747 

221 

•43 

Oirrcatacc    +  11.7* 
CHI-SQUARE 13.52 
P. VALUE < .001 

M 



Test 43 

Dangerous-To-Life Head Injur<•• 

NUMBCR   OF   SURVIVORS WITHOUT   DAN6CRUUS 
HEAO    INJURY 

• MM   UAH SEROUS 
'MtiO     INJURY 

TOTAL NUMIER 
or SURVIVORS 

• HOJC   B<4.T   INSTALLA- 
TION    REMAINED    INTACT 649 73      (10.I*) 7i; 

• HOSE  BELT   INSTALLA. 
TION  FAILED 

TOTAL 

I M 65     (29.4*) 

138 

221 

94', 

DIFFERENCE      +   19.3% 
CHI-SQUARE 46.90 
P-VALUE < OOI 

Test •« 

Serious and Critical (Dangerous-To-Life) 
Injuries of the He»d and Body 

NUMBER OF SURVIVORS •ITNOUT CITM 
SERIOUS OR CRITICAL   SERIOUS OR CRITICAL 

HEAD AND BODY INJURIES HEAD ANO BODY INJURIES 

TOTAL 
NUMRER or 
SURVIVORS 

WHOSE  BELT  INSTALLA- 
TION  REMAINED   INTACT 556 166      123.u») 72; 

•NOSE  BELT  INSTALLA- 
TION  FA I LEO 

roTAL 

133 

689 

88      (39.8%) 

254 

221 

943 

DirrERCNCt     4-   16.8% 
CMI-SOUARE 23.41 
P-VALUE ^       .001 

IS 
j 

i 



Te: *.s <*5> - 6<4 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THC OCCURRENCE  CF  INJURY AND PRINCIPAL 

DiRECTIOK   IN WHICH CRASH FORCE ACTS 

Test H5 

Any Type of Hetd  Damage 

? 

NUMBER  OF   SURVIVOR? • I THOUT 
HEAD    INJURY 

W I TK 
HCAO INJURY 

TOTAL NUMIK 
OF SURVIVORS 

IN    'LONSI TUO INAL   FORCE' 
CutlHIS 95 485      (63. t%» 560 

IN   'VERTICAL  FORCE' 
CRASHES 

TOTAL 

30 

125 

86      (74.1%) 

571 

116 

696 

DIFFERENCE 
CHI.SQUARE 
P-VALUE 

9.5*1 
5.37 

.02 

Teat H6 

Serious end Critical Heed   Injuries 

NUMBER  OF  SURVIVORS WITH NO 0AN6CR0US 
HEAO INJURY 

• ITH OANUROUS 
HEAO   INJURY 

TOTAL NUMIER 
OF SURVIVORS 

IN  ' Lo««i TUO ua  FORCE' 
CRASHES 

IN  'VERTICAL FORCE* 
CRASHES 

TOTAL 

47 5 105 (16.1*) 

104 12 (10.3%) 

579 I 17 

DIFFERENCE - 7.6* 
CHI .SOUARC 3.59 
P - VA LU E .06 

580 

116 

696 

Test 47 

Serious end Critical   (Dengerous-To-Life) 
Injuries of the Heed and Body 

NUMBER OF SURVIVORS • ITH OUT WITH 
SERIOUS OR CRITICAL   SERIOUS OR CRITICAL 

HEAD ANO BODY INJURIES HEAD AND BOOV INJURIES 

TOTAL 
NUMWR  OF 
SURVI V0RS 

IN  * LONSI TUD INAL FORCE' 
CRASHES 430 ISO  (25.9%) 560 

IN 'VERTICAL FORCE" 
CRASHES 

TOTAL 

57 

487 

59      (50.9%) 

209 

116 

696 

DirriRE.net    + 25.Oft 
CHI.SQUARE 27.67 
P-VALUE <        .001 

66 



Test 48 

Any   Injury of the  Lower Tomo,   LumcAr 
Spine  Injuries   Included 

NUMBER   OF SURVIVORS WITHOUT . I TH 
LOWER   TORSO   INJURY LOWER   TORSO   INJURY 

TOTAL NUHUII 
OF SURVIVORS 

IN   'LONGITUDINAL  FORCE' 
CRASHES 495 85      (14.7%) 580 

IN 'VERTICAL FORCE" 
CRASHES 

TOTAL 

52 

547 

64      (55.2%) 

149 

I 16 

696 

DIFFERENCE    + 40.5% 
Chi-SQUARE 92.16 
P-VALUE <      .001 

Test 49 

Injuries of the Ur.be r Spine Only 
(no other Lower Torso  Injuries) 

NUMBER  OF  SURVIVORS WITHOUT • t TH 
LUMSAR SPINE   INJURY LUMBAR SPINE   INJURY 

TOTAL NUNRER 
OF SURVIVORS 

IN    'LONGITUDINAL    FORCE' 
CRASHES 567 13      (   2.2%) 580 

IN  •VERTICAL FORCE* 
CRASHES 

TOTAL 

76 

643 

40     (34.5%) 

53 

116 

696 

DIFFERENCE    +    32.3% 
CMI-SOUARI 138.9 
P-VALUt 4* .001 

Test 50 

Injuries of the Lurabar Spine Kith 
Other Lower Torso Injuries 

NUMBER  OF  SURVIVORS WITHOUT • I TH 
LUMSAR SPINE   INJURY LUMSAR SPINE   INJURY 

TOTAL NUMSER 
or SURVIVORS 

Id   'L<Mi< Tufc (HAL   FORCI' 
CRASHES 577 3      (    .5%) 580 

IN   'VERTICAL FORCE' 
CRASN-' 

TOTAL 

106 

683 

10     (8.6%) 

13 

DIFFERENCE    +    8.1% 
CHI-SQUARE        31 .37 
P- VALUE ^       .001 

lie 

696 

47 



Test 51 

Injuries of the  Lower Torso Without 
Lumber Spine   Injuries 

NUMBER   OF  SURVIVORS WITHOUT * ITM 
LUMtAR   S»IHE     INJURY LUMiAR   SlINE     INJURY 

TOTAL NUMSER 
OF   SURVIVORS 

IN   'LONGITUDINAL   FORCE' 
CRASHES 511 6 9     it i. a*) 580 

IN   'VERTICAL  FORCE' 
CRASHES 

TOTAL 

»0>. 

613 

14      (12.1%) 

83 

116 

696 

DIFFERENCE      4-      .2% 
CHI-SOUARE 0 
P-VA LUE 1.0 

Test 52 

Intra-Abdoainal   Injuries 

\ 

NUMBER   OF  SURVIVORS WITHOUT WITH 
INTRA-ASOOMINAL     INJURY    I N TRA . A *D ON IN A L     INJURY 

TOTAL NUMBER 
OF  SURVIVORS 

IN   'LONGITUDINAL  FORCE' 
CRASHES 564 16       (2   8%) 580 

IN 'VERTICAL FORCE" 
CRASHES 

TOTAL 

107 

671 

9      (7.8*) 

25 

1 16 

696 

DIFFERENCE    + 5.0% 
CHI.SQUARE 5.77 
P-VALUE .02 

Test 53 

Any Injury of the Upper Torso, Dorsal 
Spine Injuries Included 

NUMBER   OF  SURVIVORS 

IN   'LONGITUDINAL  FORCE' 
CRASHES 

W I THOUT W I TH 
UPPER  TORSO   INJURY UPPER   TORSO   INJURY 

4 58 122  (21 .0%) 

TOTAL NUMBER 
OF SURVIVORS 

580 

IN 'VERTICAL FORCE* 
CRASHES 

TOTAL 

90 

548 

26       (22.4%) 

148 

1 16 

696 

DIFFERENCE    + I .4% 
CHI-SOUARE .038 
P-VALUE .84 

H8 



Te»t  5H 

Injuries of the Dorssl Spine Cnly 
(no other Upper Torso Injuries) 

NUMBER   Of   SURVIVORS • ITMCUT • I TM 
DHSAL SPINE   INJURY DORSAL SPINE   INJURY 

TOTAL NUMBER 
or SUHViVORS 

IN    'LONSITUO INAL    FORCE' 
CRASHES 576 4      (    .7%) 580 

IN    'VERTICAL   FORCE' 
CR.'SMtJ 

TOTAL 

107 

683 

9      (7.8%) 

13 

DIFFERENCE    +   7.1% 
CHI.SOUA»E 23.2 
P-VALUE < .001 

Test 55 

Injuries of the Dorsal Spine With 
Other Upper Torso Injuries 

us 

696 

NUMBER   OF  SURVIVORS WITHOUT «;TH 
OORSAL SPINE   INJURY DORSAL SPINE   INJURY 

TOTAL NUMSER 
OF SURVIVORS 

IN    ' L0NSI TUO INAL    FORCE' 
CftASHC* 579 I      (    .2%) 580 

IN   'VERTICAL  FORCE' 
CRASHES 

TOTAL 

114 

6 93 

2      (1.7%) 

3 

116 

696 

Dl FFERENCE       4-1.5% 
CMI.SOUARE 3.15 
P- VALUE .07 

Test 56 

Injuries of the Upper Torso Without 
Dorsal Spine Injuries 

NUMBER   OF   SURVIVORS WITHOUT WITH 
UPPER TORSO  INJURY UPPER  TORSO  INJURY 

TOTAL NUMBER 
OF SURVIVORS 

IN  'L0N6ITUD INAL FORCE 
CRASHES 46 3 117     i?n ?%) 580 

IN   'VERTICAL FORCE' 
CRASHES 

TOTAL 

101 

H4 

15      (12.9%) 1 16 

696 

DIFFERENCE - 7.3% 
CHI.SQUARE 2.86 
P.VALUE       .09 

1*9 



T.at  57 

Intra-Thorasic  Injuries 

I 
i 

NUMBER   rr   Sl'NVIVOKS RITHOUT »ITK 
INTO* . THOAAC ic   INJURY       ;»*-<. THOKAC I C   INJURY 

TOTAL NUMSER 
or SURVIVORS 

IN    'LOU! ITifl If *L   FORCE* 
CRA1HC 1 563 17      (2.9%) seo 

IN    'VERTICAL   FORCE' 
CRASHES 

TOTAL 

Hi 

678 

i    ;  ,9%t 

16 

DirrtRCMcr     - i.o% 
Chl-JOU««€ .93 
P-VALUE .33 

Test 56 

Any Injury of the Neck (Cervical 
Spine Injuriee Included 

116 

• 96 

NUMBER   OF   SuP.VIVOKS 

IN  'LoaeiTuu INAL FORCE' 
CRASHES 

> I TMOUT 
NtCK     INJURY 

543 

• ITN 
NICK   INJURY 

37      (6.4%) 

TOTAL NuustR 
or SURVIVORS 

S80 

IN  -VERTICAL  FORCE* 
CRASHES 

TOTAL 

no 

6 53 

6      (5.2%) 

43 

116 

6 96 

OirrERENCE 
CHI.SQUARE 
P-VALUE 

.  1 .2% 
.073 
.79 

Teat 59 

Injuries of the Neck Without 
Cervical Spine injuries 

NUMOCR OF SURVIVORS • ITHOUT 
NECK INJURY 

WITH 
NECK   INJURY 

TOTAL NUMBER 
or SURVIVORS 

IN  'ION 61 TUOIN.L FORCE' 
CRASHES 5 58 22       (3.8%) 580 

IN   'VERTICAL FORCE' 
CRASHES 

TOTAL 

113 

671 

3      (2.6%) 

25 

116 

696 

DirrtAtncc -  1.2% 
CHI•SQUARE .12 
P-VALUI .73 

50 
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Test 60 

Any Spine Injury (Cervical, Dorsal 
or Lumbar; 

NUMBER   OF   SURVIVORS WITHOUT • ITM TOTAL  NUMRER 
SPINE    INJURY SPINE    INJURY *«  SURVIVORS 

IN    ' LOKti t iU? INAL    FoRCE* 
CRASHES 541 39      (6.7%) 5<»0 

IN    'VERTICAL    FORCE' 
CftASHC* 60 56       (48.3%) 116 

TOTAL 601 95 696 

n i r n RENCE     -f    41 .6% 
CMI-SCUARS 138.9 
P-VALl.E ^ .001 

Test 61 

Oangerous-To-life Spine  Injuries 

NUMBER   OF   SURVIVORS WITHOUT •|TM TOTAL   NUMRER 
CANKEROUS   SPINE   INJURY    DANCEROUS   SPINE   INJURY OF  SURVIVORS 

IN   'LONGITUDINAL   FORCE' 
CRASHES 561 19     <  3.3%) 580 

IN   'VERTICAL  FORCE' 
CRASHES 74 42      (36.2%) 116 

TOTAL 635 61 6 96 

DIFFERENCE      +•     32.9% 
CMI-SOUARC 126.2 
P-VALUE ^ .001 

Test 62 

Any  Injury of the  Luabar j'pine 

NUMBER   OF  SURVIVORS RITM0UT •ITM TOTAL   NUMRER 
LUMBAR SPINE   INJURY LJMSAR SPINE   INJURY OF  SURVIVORS 

IN    'LONGITUDINAL    FORCE' 
CRASHtS 561 19      (   3.3%) 560 

IN  'VERTICAL  FORCE' 
CRASHES 69 47     (40.5%) 116 

TOTAL 630 66 696 

DIFFERENCE + 37.2% 
CHI •SOU***       I S3 .2 5 
P-VALUC <       .001 

51 



NMKSiS   CF   iufnIVORS 

tot 63 

Any Injury of the Dorsi: Spine 

»l>NOUT (ITU 
Oo»t*.L   3P!K£    INJURY Do»s«;    l>r '.>-.'     INJURY 

TOTAL NUUICR 
OF     SuHVIVOHS 

IN     'liVIStTuOINAL    l-OUCt 
C«HM! 57 5 5      (    .9*) 580 

IN     'VERTICAL    FORCE* 
CRASHES 

TOTAL 

105 

680 

11       (9.5%) 

16 

116 

696 

DIFFERENCE      •*•     6.6% 
CHI-IOUMI 28.47 
P-VALUS <        .001 

Test 64 

Any Injury of the Cervical Spine 

NlfwStR   Of   SURVIVORS .ITKOUT • I TH 
CttvicAL SPINE INJURY  CERVICAL SPINE INJURY 

TOTAL NOHSER 
or SURVIVORS 

IN 'LONGITUDINAL FORCE* 
CXASHEf 565 15      '».«•%) 580 

IN 'VERTICAL FORCE' 
CRASHES 

TOTAL 

• 14 

679 

2      (1.7%) 

17 

DIFFERENCE     -   .9% 
CHI-SQUARE .054 
P-VALUE .62 

116 

696 

! 

- 
8 

• 
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APPENDIX 4 

Scale* Used by Crssh Injury Research in Classifying Degree of Hot/ Injury 

I 

X 
•• 

Statistical studies doa 
various aspecta of injury probla 
"fatal" injuries, tha asaoasMnt 
coablnation of those in torae of 
has baan coaaonly used aa a catc 
a broken no*) to a depressed sku 
Actually, there are aany degrees 
bruises and lacerations through 
up to truly "serious" Injuries M 
a descriptive class is not aeani 
ly daaago. "Fatality" is in fact 
for exaaple, between fatality co 
sisting of Multiple Injuries fit 
body. 

ling with trauaa us 
•a, such as numbers 
of disabllity, loa 
dollars and cents, 

h-all "degree" for 
11 fracture with cr 
of survivable inju 
painful and teapora 
hich threaten Iife. 
ngful for convey ing 
a state of non-bsi 
ns1st ing of one sor 
h coaplete crushing 

ually are concerned with 
and rates of "serious" and 

s of work-tlae, or soae 
The term "serious Injury" 

all degrees of injury froa 
Itical daaage of the brain, 
ry, ranging froa ainor 
rily disabling fractures, 
Further, "fatal injury" as 
the extent of overall bodi- 

ng. It doea not distinguish, 
tal lesion and fatality Con- 
or disintegration of the 

Since Crash Injury Research seeks data on causes of needless and ex- 
cessive bodily injury, it has been found desirable to develop an injury scale 
by which various degrees of overall bodily daaage can be aore easily defined. 
The injury-scale ahown below has been developed over the paat decade with tha 
assistance of apecialista and aeabers of the ataff of the New York Hcspital - 
Cornell University Medical College. This scale ia still under development and 
cannot be considered s aeaauring device for seriousness of injury; it is ra- 
ther, : guiif*   to anabie accident-injury analysts to aasess the overall aeverity 
of gross bodily daaage. Ten progressive degrees of injury are outlined in tarae 
of staple key words and phrases. Soae exaaples of typical injuries are provided 
to serve as guldea to tha ten degrees of injury. It will be noted that aany 
types of injuries are not included as exaaples; these injuries have not occurred 
with sufficient frequency to require specific listing. When excaptional typaa 
of injury occur, aedical conaultants have had no difficulty in assigning ther 
to one of the ten degraes of injury-seriousness connoted by the key phrsses. 
Quite obviously, skull fracture, with or without concussion, occurs with gr«at 
frequency and in aany gradationa of "seriousness"; for this reason, injuries of 
this typo have been listsd for purposes of exaaple and guidance. 

\ 

A.      *Nor>'D*ng*rous" Otgrtts   of  Injury 
(Dagrees  I - a) 

|.     Triviti or Non» 

2.    Uinor 

"Minor" contusions,   lacerations,  abrasions  in any area(s)  of the body. 
Sprains,  fractures,  dislocations of fingers,   toes,  or nose.  Dazed or 

*    dASCO    ON    OBSERVATIONS    0URIN6   FIRST    48   NOUNS    AFTER    INJURY   ANO    PREVIOUSLY   NORMAL   LIFC    EXPECTANCY, 
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slightly stunned. Hi Id concussion svidenctd by mi Id headache, with no 
loss of consciousnesr 

3.      MOdTi t» 

"Hoderate" contusions,   lacerations,  abrasions  in any area (s)   of the 
body.  Sprains of the shoulders or principal articulations of the ex- 
tremities.  Uncomplicated,  simple or green-stick fractures of extre- 
mities,  jaw or malar structures.  Concussion as evidenced  by loss of 
consciousness not exceeding 5 minutes, without evidence of other  in- 
tra- cranial   injury. 

"/•     S*v»r*  •   but not dar.garous .   SurvivaI normally assured. 

Extensive  lacerations without dangerous hemorrhage.  Compound or commi- 
nuted fractures,  or simple fractures with displacement.  Dislocations 
of the arms,   legs,  shoulders or pelvisacral  processes.   Fracture of 
transverse and/or spinous processes of the spine, without evidence of 
spinal cord damage.  Simple fractures of vertebral  bodies of the dorsal 
and/or lumbar spines, without evidence of spinal cord damage.  Compres- 
sion fractures of L-3-U-5.  Skull  fracture without evidence of concus- 
sion or other  intra-cranial   injury.  Concussion as evidenced by loss of 
consciousness from b to 30 minutes, without evidence of other intra- 
cranial   injury. 

5. Sarious   -  dangerous,   but survival probable. 

Lacerations with dangerous hemorrhage.  Simple fractures of vertebral 
bodies of the cervical spine, without evidence of spinal  cord dameje. 
Compression fractures of vertebral  bodies of dorsal spine and/or of 
L-l and 1-2, without evidence of spinal cord damage.  Crushing of ex- 
tremities,  or multiple fractures.   Indication of moderate  intra-thora- 
cic or  intra-abduminal   injury.  Skull  fracture with concussion as evi- 
denced by loss of consciousness from 5 to 30 minutes.  Concussion as 
evidenced by loss of consciousness from 30 minutes to 2 hours,  with- 
out evidence of other  intra-cranial   injury. 

6. Critical  -  survival uncerta in  or doubtful. 

(Includes fatal  terminations beyond 21 hours.)  Evidence of dangerous 
intra-thoracic or  intra-abdominal   injury.  Fractures or d islocat ions 
of vertebral  bodies  ot  cervical spine with evidence of cord damage. 
Compression fractures of vertebral  bodies of dorsal spine and/or L-l, 
1-2, with evidence of spinal cord damage.  Skull  fracture, with concus- 
sion as evidenced by  loss of consciousness from 30 minutes to 2 hours. 
Concussion as evidenced by  loss of consciousness beyond 2 hours.  Evi- 
dence of cr;tical   intra-cranial   injury. 

&>• 

a 

"Dangerous-to- I if*" Degrees   of Injury ~i 

(Degrees 5-6} 



C.      Tit*!" Umgrtu   of Injury 

(Oegreea 7-10) 

7. F«t*l -  within 24 hourt  of *ceid*nt. 

Fatal leaions In tingle region of the body, with or without other in- 
juries to the Ht*>  degree. 

8. F*t* I  - within 24 hours  of tccidont. 

Fatal leaions in tingle region of the body, with other injuries to 5th 
or 6th degree. 

9. F*t»l 

Two fatal  leaions  in two regions of the body, with or without other in- 
juries elsewhere. 

10. FoUl 

Three or more fatal  injuries - up to demolition of body. 
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